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Executive Office in New York City.
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INTRODUCTION

Switzerland is still basically the same as i t was at the beginning of the
1960's. I t continues to enjoy its location at the geographical hub of Europe,
its breathtaking scenery, four national languages, anomalous political structure grounded on the bedrock of neutrality, excellent financial facilities, and
a favorable tax structure. However, mostly due to external factors, Switzerland is gradually losing her position as the most favored base of operations
for foreign companies.
Many foreign corporations now seem to prefer to base their operations
within a country belonging to the Common Market, and Switzerland is not a
member of the European Economic Community (EEC). For United States
companies, the 1962 changes in the Internal Revenue Code with regard to
income earned by foreign subsidiaries, have removed some of the benefits of
using a Swiss base as a tax haven. Of course, there have been internal
problems also, principally inflation, labor scarcities, and the threat of higher
taxes. A shortage of office facilities several years ago is no longer a factor.
Nevertheless, Switzerland is still a very strong and stable country that
offers many advantages to the foreign investor. Although some companies
have moved out and the rate of new companies moving in has somewhat
slowed, Switzerland continues to attract its share of well-established foreign
companies.
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S W I T Z E R L A N D lN BRIEF

GEOGRAPHY

Switzerland is a textbook example of nature's predisposition toward the
unique. And partly because of its distinctive topography, Switzerland's social
institutions have evolved in a unique manner. It has been said that i f
Switzerland did not already exist, no one would have had the temerity to
invent it.
Size. Switzerland is a small country nestled among larger neighbors. The
country is spread over 15,951 square miles, which is less than twice the size
of the State of New Jersey. Switzerland has a maximum length of 220 miles
and a maximum width of 137 miles.
Location. Switzerland is situated in central Europe with no direct access
to the sea. Bounded by France to the west, Austria and Lichtenstein to the
east, Germany to the north, and Italy to the south, Switzerland is a
geographical hub of continental and intercontinental traffic. This location,
combined with an efficient transportation system, enables Switzerland to
handle a sizeable portion of goods for the surrounding countries and earns a
considerable amount of foreign exchange.
Topography and Geographic Regions. There is great diversity in the relief
of the country, which is divided into three distinct geographic regions. The
Jura Mountains cover a considerable portion of the northwestern area. There
is abundant rainfall in the northwest which allows it to support dairy
farming and lumbering industries. This region is of major importance because
it is the home of one of the country's principal industries, watchmaking. The
Jura region comprises 10% of the total area of Switzerland, and contains
over 13% of the population.
The Alps of Europe reach their greatest altitude in the southern part of
Switzerland. The Swiss Alps cover 58% of the total area of the country, but
only 18% of the population inhabits this region.
The Swiss Plateau or Mittelland lies between the Alps and the Jura,
extending for 180 miles from the Lake of Geneva to Lake Constance. Up
to thirty miles wide at certain points, this area of rolling hills and plains was
once covered by ice and bears many typical features of glaciation — lakes,
3
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high boulders, moraines, and deepened valley floors. Occupying 32% of
Switzerland, it contains 67% of the population. The Mittelland is highly
industrialized, intensively farmed, and has a very uniform climate. This
central region is most suitable for dairy farming, and beet and tobacco
production. Fruit orchards and vineyards are also located here. Four of the
five largest Swiss cities are located in the Mittelland. These four cities with
their 1967 population figures are:
'000

Zurich
Geneva
Berne (Capital)
Lausanne

436.2
172.5
168.8
136.6

The other large city, which is not in this region, is Basel (215.6).
In addition to the high peaks of the Alps, and the Jura, another matchless
geographic feature of Switzerland is its numerous lakes around which many
tourist centers have formed. Five percent of the total surface area of the
country is composed of natural and artificial lakes.
Switzerland is also the source of four major European rivers: the Rhine,
the Rhone, the Inn, and Ticino. Forest areas which cover almost one-fourth
of the country are another prominent feature of the landscape.
Within this varied terrain is a wealth of natural beauty. It might even be
said that the natural beauty of the country is related t o Switzerland's
poverty of resources. Of the 76.4% (12,179 square miles) of productive land,
only one-third can be used for pasture, and another third is covered by
forests, leaving just one-third of this productive land for food growing. Thus,
Switzerland can feed less than 60% of her population from her produce, and
is a large importer of food. No mineral resources of note have been extracted
from Swiss soil.
Climate. In general, Switzerland has a temperate and continental climate.
However, wide and sudden variations may occur due t o differences of
altitude, aspect, and gradient. No part of the country is at sea level, and
some valleys are as much as 6,000 feet above sea level. A visitor t o
Switzerland can choose his altitude and his climate; the extremes are only a
few hours apart in this small country.
4
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Time Differential from New York. There is a six-hour time difference
between New York City and Switzerland. For example, when it is 10:00
a.m. in New York, it is 4:00 p.m. in Switzerland. When New York is on
daylight savings time, the differential is narrowed to five hours.
NATURAL

RESOURCES

Switzerland is an economic paradox. In terms of mineral resources, she is
a poor country. Yet she has reached a high level of industrial development
and prosperity. A key factor is trade policies which allow for the importation of raw materials to which the Swiss contribute their labor. It has been
postulated that Switzerland has the largest population dependent upon
relations with the rest of the world. Not only does the country depend upon
others for its supplies, but she depends upon world markets t o sell her
manufactured products. Thirtyflve t o forty percent of Swiss production is
exported as compared with only 5 percent of U.S. production.
Switzerland thus compensates for its lack of natural resources by concentrating on producing goods which profit least from mass production
methods and most from the precision of a skilled labor force. Typical Swiss
products are those containing high labor value (watches and precision
instruments) and special quality products (chemicals, turbines, cheese, textiles, and chocolate).
Basic Minerals. Switzerland has no significant mining industries, and lacks
two of the major energy sources: coal and oil. Consequently almost all fuel
needs must be satisfied by imports and the demand for these imported fuels
is continuously increasing.
Mineral Construction Materials. The only substances extracted from Swiss
soil in any significant quantities are construction materials. Limestone,
gypsum, and asphalt are mined in the Jura region, some limestone is also
found in the Alps and the central plateau, while the areas surrounding lakes
and rivers are a source of sand and gravel. These resources supply the
country's large cement and lime industry with raw materials. Granite, gneiss,
marble, slate, and clay are also found in Switzerland.
Power Resources. Switzerland's principal natural resource is water power.
The sources of this energy are the rivers which are kept well-supplied with
5
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water by the balanced climate. In addition, the mountainous terrain renders
the construction of hydro-electric dams particularly suitable.
The output of electricity has continued t o rise, while nationwide consumption and demand have also increased. At the present time, over 300
hydro-electric plants meet almost 98% of the domestic demand. However,
Switzerland has exploited her water resources to the fullest extent and there
are few hydropower resources worth developing left in the country today.
Therefore, at the present time, Swiss industry and government are exploring
nuclear technology as a source of power. Several atomic stations are now in
the planning stage, and one is being built.
Agriculture. Swiss agriculture is mainly small scale — the average plot is
about 8 acres. About 12% of the working population is engaged in farming.
Although government policies encourage self sufficiency, Switzerland is one
of the world's highest per-capita food importers. The main agricultural
activities are dairy farming and stock raising. Dairying is appropriate because
of the Swiss climate and relief. Cattle breeding is also appropriate for the
country because cheap grain is imported, while the Swiss use their lands for
pasture. Fruit cultivation is another major farm product.
The principal Swiss agricultural industries are: dairy production — milk,
butter and cheese; meat processing; processing of fruit juices and distilled
fruit products; winemaking; and sugar production.

TRANSPORTATION

FACILITIES

Despite their obvious topographic difficulties, the Swiss have built an
outstanding transportation network. Just as with her manufacturing industries, this was a matter of economic survival. It was indispensable that
Switzerland construct the most modern types of transportation systems to
facilitate trade and also to encourage one of her major industries, tourism.
Switzerland thus is famous for its roads, tunnels, bridges, and rail network.
Some scenic mountain railways climb to altitudes of 12,000 feet.
Because of this highly developed network, distribution and transportation
within the country poses no difficulty. Moreover, these facilities are constantly being improved.
Railways. The rail network is quite dense. It covers 3,780 miles and links
6
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not only major cities, but also remote mountain areas. The major system is
the government-controlled Swiss federal railway, which has achieved electrification of its entire system.
Because of the country's central geographic position, the Swiss railroads
handle a large amount of traffic between the countries along its borders. This
business helps to cover some of the deficits rising from the excess of Swiss
imports over exports.
Swiss railroads have an international reputation for speed, punctuality,
and efficiency. They operate high speed business services between major
economic centers. Containerization is in wide use, and the Swiss federal
railways provide road vehicles that can carry a freight car t o plants and
warehouses that do not have their own rail connections.
Roads. Switzerland has a comprehensive system of major and secondary
roads. The Swiss highway network consists of 31,000 miles of hard-surfaced
roads. The mountain roads are among the finest in the world; the old tunnels
of St. Gotthard and Simplon and numerous others help speed traffic. The
Great St. Bernard Tunnel, opened in 1964, carries road traffic through the
Alps. A new Alp tunnel, San Bernardino, was opened in 1967.
This excellent existing system is also constantly being upgraded. In 1958,
federal authority was extended t o cover national roads and an ambitious
program t o build a network of autobahns was begun. The first stage is
scheduled to be completed in 1969; the second stage is scheduled to begin in
1970.
Inland Shipping. Although Switzerland is landlocked, inexpensive inland
water transportation is available on the Rhine River to and from Basel. This
city is the fourth largest Rhine port, and it has direct connections t o
Strasbourg, the German Rhineland, the Ruhr, Rotterdam, and Antwerp. At
the end of 1967, the Swiss Rhine-Rhone and canal fleet consisted of 488
ships with a capacity of 467,856 metric tons. Swiss internal water traffic
handles 35% of foreign trade and has shown a consistent annual increase.
Current waterway development plans include: a canal from Basel to the
Rhone (France), a canal on t h e upper Rhine between Schaffhausen
(Switzerland) and Lake Constance (Switzerland), and a waterway from Lake
Maggiore (Switzerland) to upper Lombardy (Italy).
7
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In addition, steamers ply all of the large lakes.
Ocean Shipping. Switzerland had t o procure vital supplies during World
War II, and an ocean-going merchant fleet was created. The size of the fleet
has been increasing. At the end of 1967, 33 ocean-going ships gave Switzerland one of the most modern commercial fleets in the world. The federal
government supervises Swiss ships.
Air Traffic. Swissair, the Swiss National Airlines Company, covered in
1967 an 89,000 mile network. It is 30% government-owned, the remainder
of its equity is held by private investors. In addition to Swissair, most major
foreign airlines serve the country. Zurich and Geneva are equipped to handle
overseas jet traffic. There are also a large number of smaller air fields t o
accommodate private planes. During 1966, international air traffic was an
above-average growth sector of the country's economy, and 1967 saw a 10%
increase in Swissair's capacity.

COMMUNICATIONS

The federally-operated postal, telegraph and telephone services enhance
Switzerland's commercial position as these facilities are among the most
modern and efficient in the world. The telephone system is almost entirely
automated and the number of subscribers is growing rapidly. The telex
department is developing quickly and 5,000 subscribers can now dial directly
to eighty countries.
Mail Delivery. The distribution of the mail, even t o the most remote
hamlets, is fast and frequent. This is principally due to the efficient use made
of the railroad system.
Telephone System. The Swiss telephone system operates more phones per
capita than France or England. There is approximately one telephone for
every three persons. (In 1965, there were 380 telephones per 1,000 inhabitants.) It is an inexpensive and efficient system, and is also one that cares. For
it divulges extraordinary information about trains, sports, weather, and the
like. The magic number to dial is 11. Moreover, the public servants of the
system are always investigating new ways in which to serve.
8
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Population. Latest figures reveal that the Swiss population is about 6
million or approximately that of the state of Massachusetts. Since the high
mountains render a considerable portion of the country uninhabitable and
unproductive, the majority of the population and the major cities are on the
central plain between the Alps and the Jura.
It has been previously noted that Switzerland is a land of little physical
unity. On the surface there is also little social unity as the numerous small
districts differ from one another in language, religion, ethnology, and customs. Yet there is a genuine Swiss element which binds these diverse
characteristics into a national character.
Languages. Switzerland is the most multilingual country in Europe. There
are three official and four national languages: German, French, Italian, and
Romansch which is an up-to-date version of the Latin spoken over 2,000
years ago by Alpine tribesmen. The federal government conducts all official
business in t h e official languages of German, French, and Italian —
simultaneous translations are made in the legislatures.
In business circles and the tourist industry, English is widely used as an
auxiliary language; unofficially it is the fifth language. All four national
languages may be used in conducting business.
German is spoken in the northern and northeastern and central parts of
the country, French is spoken in the western parts, Italian is spoken in the
southern part, and Romansch in some eastern areas. Some cantons are
bilingual.
Languages of Switzerland — 1960 Census
Number of
Percentage of
Number of
People Speaking Population Speaking Cantons Spoken In
German
French
Italian
Romansch Dialects
Others

3,764,000
1,025,000
514,000
51,000
75,000

69.3
18.9
9.5
0.9
1.4

18

6
2
1

Religion. The 1960 Census showed 52.7% of the population t o be
Protestant, 45.9% Catholic, 0.4% Jewish, and 1.0% other.
9
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE S W I S S NATION

Switzerland is the product of a long, evolutionary process that finally
united many small and diverse communities and republics into a Federal
State. The Swiss Confederation originated in 1291 with the alliance of the
three forest cantons of Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden. At first these units
combined to defend important mountain passes against attack. At the close
of the 15th century, the Confederation shed its military activities for a
policy of armed neutrality. The signatories to the Treaty of Vienna in 1815
affirmed the principle of neutrality for Switzerland, and this event spurred
the development of the Confederation.
Before 1848, Switzerland was a confederation of states, each with its own
regime and laws. The 1848 Constitution marked the national unification of
the country and the birth of the federal state as it is today. As Switzerland
evolved from a confederation of states to a single federated state, customs
barriers were eliminated, a uniform currency adopted, a common postal
service set up, and a uniform system of civil and penal law instituted.
Important rights, however, were reserved to the cantons: education, ecclesiastical affairs, police, the courts, roads, direct taxation, and the power to
enforce federal law within their territories.
The keystone t o this stable and evolutionary development of the Swiss
Federation has been the principle of neutrality. This principle prevented the
disparate elements of the Confederation from being attracted t o other
countries with the same language, culture, and religion. Neutrality thus
became the means to protect Swiss independence. Today a social unity is
shared by all Swiss citizens and, at the same time, local traditions and
customs are maintained.

GOVERNMENT A N D POLITICS

There are three levels of government: federal, cantonal, and communal.
Switzerland is a federal state composed of twenty-two cantons and three half
cantons. The cantons are divided into 3,100 free communes. It is a decentralized system. Each level is autonomous in its own sphere when its activities do
not impinge on the prerogatives and powers of a higher level of government.
The Federal Government. The seat of the federal government is Berne.
Switzerland has a republican federal constitution which was drafted in 1874.
10
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The prerogatives of the federal government extend to the following areas
enumerated in the Constitution: foreign relations; national defense; customs;
postal, telephone, and telegraph services; railways; civil, criminal, and industrial legislation; aspects of social security; taxes, and others.
The Federal Assembly - A Bi-Cameral Legislature. The Swiss Parliament
or Federal Assembly consists of two chambers, like the legislature of the
United States. One chamber, the Swiss National Council; resembles the
United States House o f Representatives, while the other chamber, the
Council of States, is similar to the Senate. Both chambers have equal powers
and status. The Federal Assembly is the supreme seat of power of the federal
government. Its legislation may not be vetoed by the executive or reviewed
in court as i n the United States. Majority approval of both chambers is
required for a measure to be passed.
The National Council. This chamber consists of 200 deputies directly
elected every four years. The seats on the council are allocated after the
election on a proportional basis, according to the number of votes received
by the various political parties, with each canton having at least one representative.
The Council of States. This chamber has forty-four members, two from
each canton. Members are either elected by the constituency of the canton
or nominated to serve on the Council by the cantonal legislature for varying
terms of one to four years.
A Plural Executive. The Swiss approach to the executive function is
entirely different from the American pattern. The Swiss Federal Assembly
elects the seven councillors of the Federal Council, as the executive organ is
called, for a period of four years.
This Federal Council is jointly responsible for the government as a
collective body. Each member is the head of one of the seven departments or
ministries — foreign affairs, interior, justice and police, military, finance,
public economics, and post office and railways. In many respects the Council
resembles the board of directors of a joint stock company.
Annually, one of the members of the Council is elected president. This is a
routine matter because the former vice-president invariably becomes presi11
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dent, although he is usually of a different political party than the president.
The President of the Council also becomes President of the Confederation.
He conducts meetings of the Federal Council, while he continues to head his
own department, and he also represents the country at ceremonial affairs.
The president has no power to dismiss his colleagues, he is merely the first
among equals. Thus, there can be no cabinet crises or votes of censure. He is
simply the president of a government in which authority rests with a body of
men. Thus it has been said that Switzerland is administered, not governed.
The Federal Council is responsible t o the Federal Assembly. It is empowered t o enact certain decrees under the Constitution, but most of its
recommendations must be submitted to the legislature.
This type of arrangement is typical of Swiss political philosophy. It
eliminates political contests and party strife. Election to the Federal Council
generally means re-election virtually for life, barring resignation. Thus
another salient result of the system is its continuity. Each head of a federal
department has the time t o learn his job and perform it without fear of
reprisals at the polls. Needless t o say, this administrative set-up fosters
political stability; political crises are unknown in Switzerland. The trend is
for the executive branch t o increase its powers at the expense of the
legislature.
Federal Courts. The judicial power, the Supreme Federal Tribunal, has its
seat at Lausanne. The twenty-six federal judges are elected by the Federal
Assembly for six-year terms. The duty of the Court is to protect the rights of
citizens; it has no power to judge the constitutionality of federal laws. There
are also separate military and administrative courts.
Direct Democracy. Although the institutions that have been mentioned
seem to correspond to the separation of powers doctrine, the Swiss retention
of the principle of direct democracy provides an important modification.
The work of parliament is often reduced to a deliberative function, because
the more important issues are submitted to the people at a referendum.
All constitutional amendments and revisions require the approval of a
majority of voters and of the cantons. In addition, certain bills, even when
passed b y both houses of the Federal Assembly, must be submitted for
popular approval (referendum) when requested by the signatures of 30,000
people or by the legislatures of eight cantons.
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The initiative is also used in Switzerland. I f 50,000 citizens petition for a
revision or an amendment of the federal constitution by signing an initiative,
the proposal will be submitted to the electorate and will become law i f the
majority of voters and cantons approve.
Cantonal Government. The cantons are more than administrative districts
of the federal government; they closely resemble the states of the United
States. Each canton has its own constitution, law courts, executive bodies,
and possesses a large amount of fiscal independence. Cantons also maintain
their own police forces; regulate public education; supervise legal procedures
within their territory; build their own roads; appoint magistrates and civil
servants; and enjoy some leeway in the application of federal law. In all of
the cantons, the legislature plays the principal role. Each canton has a
unicameral legislature chosen by universal male suffrage.
Voting. According to the Swiss constitution, all citizens twenty or over
have the right to vote. But in most cantons women do not yet have the
franchise. Only in Vaud, Geneva, Basel and Neuchatel can women vote on
local matters. These three cantons are in French-speaking Switzerland, while
the united front against women's suffrage in German-speaking Switzerland
has been broken only by the canton formed by the city of Basel. As recently
as May 27, 1967, the men of the canton of Schaffhausen in the Germanspeaking part of Switzerland voted to continue denying the vote to women.
Cantonal Democracy. Another singular characteristic of the Swiss political
system is the practice i n three cantons — Unterwalden, Appenzell, and
Glarus — of operating under direct democracy. A t the appointed time, the
voters assemble at the cantonal capital where they can take part in the
discussions and vote by a show of hands for the laws and financial matters to
be enacted, as well as f o r the members o f their government. This
"Landsgemeinde" is similar to the New England town meeting. Most
cantons, however, have outgrown this form of direct democracy and employ
representative democratic methods.
Communal Government. The 3,100 communes constitute the foundation
of the Swiss State. Every Swiss has a home commune and Swiss citizenship is
primarily communal. When a newcomer applies for Swiss citizenship, he not
only requires the consent of the Confederation but also needs permission of
13
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a commune. The commune is also the basic political unit of Swiss democracy. All public activity has its origin here. The communes have the right to
levy local taxes, have retained their own internal administrative functions,
and have self rule in matters not preempted by higher levels. Thus a strong
decentralized pattern of government has evolved in Switzerland.
Unique Aspects of Swiss Political Life. The outstanding feature of Swiss
political life is stability. For example, the national elections held in 1967
showed practically no change in party representation. Disaffected elements
form only an insignificant minority.
Another unique aspect is the combination of pure and representative
democracy as exemplified by the use of the referendum and initiative, and
by the cantons which have retained the traditional annual meeting of voters.
The strong decentralized pattern of government is also fairly unique. Each
level of government is sovereign in its own sphere as long as it does not
interfere with the prerogatives of a higher level. Each level also has welldeveloped legislative and administrative organs to execute its own affairs.
Foreign Policy. Switzerland's foreign policy is conducted on two levels:
at the political level the policy is permanent neutrality; at the economic level
the aim is toward the widest range of international trade.
Principles of Swiss Neutrality. Swiss neutrality has three guiding principles: the country does not intervene in foreign wars, does not enter into
alliances with foreign governments, and has renounced all territorial claims.
This permanent neutrality was recognized by the Great Powers at the
Congress of Vienna in 1815 and again by the Treaty of Versailles.
Swiss neutrality is not unarmed pacificism. It is a system of armed
neutrality, with a relatively strong military capability, and expenditures for
military purposes are increasing. Switzerland's military budget is approximately 30% of the federal budget and between 2% and 3% of gross national
product. The Swiss army is not organized as a standing army, but is a militia
type of service.
Problems of Neutrality. The issue of neutrality is a much discussed one
among Swiss youth, especially in light of the moves in the last decade toward
European integration. Switzerland maintains a permanent observer at the
14
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United Nations and participates in the activities of several technical organs
such as the I.L.O. (International Labor Organization), U.N.E.S.C.O.,
U.N.I.C.E.F., World Health Organization (W.H.O.), and Food and Agricultural Organization (F.A.O.). In some of the French-speaking cantons, the
youth would like to see their country attain full United Nations membership, and play a more active role in international affairs. Thus in June 1967,
the Swiss government commissioned a study on the prospects of joining the
United Nations while maintaining at the same time the neutral status of the
country. Such membership probably will not be sought in the near future.
Principle of Solidarity. In recent years the principle of neutrality has been
supplemented by the guiding principle of solidarity. This means that Switzerland recognizes a moral obligation t o undertake social, economic, and
humanitarian activities which help to insure world peace and prosperity. I n
following this principle, Switzerland became a member of The European
Free Trade Association, Organization f o r Economic Cooperation and
Development, and the Council of Europe. The country has also aided and
continues to aid underdeveloped countries.
Headquarters for International Organizations. Switzerland plays another
important role as the headquarters site of the International Red Cross, the
Bank o f International Settlements, the World Health Organization, the
European Headquarters of U.N.O., the I.L.O., and many others. Owing to
her policy of non-interference Switzerland is often entrusted with important
international missions. These are among the positive aspects o f Swiss
neutrality.

ECONOMIC TREND DATA

Economic activity in Switzerland has been strongly influenced by a tight
labor supply, by the restrictions placed on foreign labor, and by the efforts
of the government to curtail what it considers excessive investment.
Gross National Product. Switzerland's gross national product in 1967 was
estimated to have reached $15.6 billion in real terms, showing an overall
increase of only 1.9% over 1966. This slowdown in growth rate may have
been the result of federal measures to prevent inflationary growth. For 1966,
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the growth rate had been 2.8%; in 1965 a 4.3% rise took place; and in 1964
a 5% increase in gross national product was registered. In the first six months
of 1968 a 6.6% increase took place, although projections had indicated a
smaller increase.
Switzerland has experienced uninterrupted economic growth for the last
two decades. This expansion has been largely due t o a heavy influx of
foreign capital, rapidly expanding export activities, the influx of foreign
labor, high demand in the construction sector, and high individual consumption. The result is that per capita gross national product is among the
highest in Europe.
Industrial Production. The Swiss production index rose by almost 50%
from 1958 to 1964. At the end of 1967, it stood at 162 (1958 = 100). The
rate of increase has been among the largest in the world.
Selected Indices of Swiss Industrial Production (1958 = 100)
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
Food, Drink
& Tobacco
Textile Industry
Chemical Industry
Metal Industry
Machinery, Apparatus & Musical
Instruments
Watches, Clocks &
Jewelry

99
105
127
110

104
114
145
125

113
118
148
138

121

158

133
128
199
162

138
127
202
157

139
123
230
156

141
120
238
152

102

112

119

123

125

131

135

136

137

110

122

126

134

137

143

157

179

187

Total Industry 108

119

127

134

141

148

153

160

162

121
159
150

128
126
181

Recent figures reveal that the production of watches and jewelry, and
chemicals are the most dynamic sectors of Swiss industry. On the other
hand, the textile and metals industries have begun to show a decline, which
may presage a long-term trend.
The overall industrial production index is expected to increase in 1968 at
a comparable rate to the two previous years, or about 3%.
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A Decrease in Agricultural Workers. About 90% of the active labor force
is employed in non-agricultural pursuits. Rural life is being absorbed more
and more by the rapidly expanding cities and towns. For example, in 1950
355,000 people were employed in agriculture and forestry, whereas in 1960
this figure declined to 292,000. This rural to urban migration is a continuing
pattern in Swiss economic life.
Labor Shortages. The Swiss labor market has been tight for years. The
average number of unemployed persons in 1967 was 256 in the entire
country, while the number of vacant jobs averaged about 5,000 for that
year. There are serious shortages of skilled and professional workers, office
and domestic help, and construction labor. To render the employment
situation more flexible, the ceilings placed on the total number of workers in
any one enterprise were dropped as of January 1, 1968. However, the
problem will still be where to find the workers, because restrictions on the
number of foreign workers in each enterprise were retained.
Foreign Labor. The employment of foreigners in Switzerland is still
subject to strict controls. The federal government had regulated the influx of
aliens by setting up ceilings on the number of these workers a firm may
employ. Foreign workers require the following documents to be admitted to
Switzerland: a Swiss visa, cantonal work permits (good only for the canton
where issued), and a residence permit which is also good only for the canton
where issued.
During the past two decades, Swiss economic growth has depended upon
foreign labor, especially in the lower grades of skills. By February 1968, the
number of foreign workers in the country was officially counted as 529,504
and unofficially at a much higher percentage of the labor force. Figures
available for 1965 indicate in that year that alien workers constituted 65% of
those employed in the clothing trades, 60% of all construction workers, 50%
of the hotel trades employees, and 48% of the total employment in the
textile industry. In February, 1968 there were 320,000 Italian workers,
64,000 Spanish workers, and 58,000 German workers in the country. These
three nationalities constitute the largest groups.
The government's restrictive policies on foreign labor began in 1964 when
a decree was issued as an anti-inflationary device which imposed a ceiling on
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the number of these workers an individual firm could employ. Since 1965,
several reductions in the number of foreign workers that may be employed
by individual firms have been imposed. The net effect will be an overall
reduction of 17% by November, 1969 as compared with 1965. An alteration
in previous policy was indicated for the employment of seasonal workers; no
further reductions are required in their employment.
The curtailment of foreign labor was based, in the first place, on the need
to cool off the inflationary tendencies in the economy and, secondly, on the
political problems created by the large number of immigrants in the country
who were not assimilated into the Swiss culture. The long range goal of the
labor ceilings was t o encourage the use of labor saving devices so as t o
maintain the same high rates of productivity. Moreover, the political aspects
of the problem were getting thornier and the traditional concept of Swiss
hospitality was being tested. The majority of foreign workers are less
educated and skilled than the native Swiss. Therefore, cultural, religious,
economic and social problems are raised because many of the foreign
workers wish t o become permanent residents and citizens. Arguments
regarding the adverse social consequences of foreign penetration of Swiss
culture and the Swiss way of life have been put forward as justification for
measures restraining immigration.
Size of the Working Population. Government predictions are that the
working population of Switzerland will continue to increase, but at a slower
pace than that of the past two decades. The past growth was mainly due to
the influx of foreign labor which factor will soon be stabilized by government
controls. The total resident labor force is estimated at 3.02 million in 1974,
as compared with 2.84 million in 1964. The total population is expected to
increase by almost 9% during that period, reaching 6.4 million in 1974.
Distribution of the Swiss Working Population. Of the 2,512,411 people
employed in Switzerland in 1960 (figures from 1960 Census), the following
occupational distribution was recorded in the Europa Yearbook:
Agriculture and forestry
Mining and quarrying
Industry and handicrafts
Commerce, banking, and insurance
Hotels and restaurants
18
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Transport
Public and private services
Domestic services
Institutions
Other

135,078
208,875
79,478
77,641
25.885

Total

2,512,411

The impact o f the government's restrictive policies on the influx o f
foreign labor can be demonstrated by the fact that industrial employment
during the first half o f 1966 declined by 2.5%, as compared with a 1.4%
decrease in the same period of 1965.

PRICES A N D WAGES

Wages. Wages rose by 17.7% between 1962 and 1965, outstripping the
increases in productivity, and the upward trend in wages is likely to continue. In 1966, the increase in the industrial wage index amounted to 5.7%,
and the 1967 increase was 5.2%, which ran ahead of the increase i n
productivity.
Prices and Cost of Living. Although the cost of living has been somewhat
slowed, at the beginning o f 1967 i t was still running ahead o f the 1966
figures by 4%. Despite this trend toward a rising cost of living, the Swiss
continue to enjoy a high standard of living.
The Swiss index of consumer prices continued its upward trend in 1967.
The rent index rose at a faster than average rate because of the tight market
for apartments in cities. A significant increase was also tallied for heat and
utilities because of the increase in petroleum costs due to the Arab-Israeli
war. Overall, the consumer price index rose by 3.2% in 1967; the 1968 increase is estimated to have been about 2.4%.

Prices and Wages
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
Wholesale Price Index, 1963= 100
Consumer Price Index, 1939= 100
Index of Wages, 1939=100
Index of Salaries, 1939=100

101.6
209.8
381
316
19

102.8 103.7 104
220.1 230.2 238.3
441
468
409
388
338
363

104.7
239.7
N.A.
N.A.
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Imports and Exports. To a large degree, Switzerland's prospering
economy and high standard of living can be directly attributed t o the
country's active international trade. Very few countries with a foreign trade
as developed as that of Switzerland have been steadily registering annual
increases. Imports in 1967 were the equivalent of 26% of Switzerland's Gross
National Product; exports equaled 22% of the National Product of that year.
These figures are even more striking when contemplated on a per capita
basis. On this basis, imports amounted t o almost $675 per capita, while
exports exceeded $570 per capita. Switzerland's trade can be characterized
in general terms as the importing of raw materials and the exporting of
finished products.
Switzerland's Trading Partners. The geographical distribution of Swiss
trade reveals a preponderance of dealings with other European countries.
The Common Market ranks first as Switzerland's major supplier and purchaser. The European Free Trade Association ranks second; however, a
gradual shifting from the Common Market to Free Trade nations is evident.
On an individual country by country basis during 1967, the pattern of
imports was as follows: the German Federal Republic was Switzerland's
leading supplier — 28.7% of imports, followed by France — 14.3%, Italy —
9.8%, and the United States - 8.4%. The principal buyers of Swiss exports
in 1967 were: Germany - 13.4%, United States - 10.3%, F r a n c e - 9 . 1 % ,
and Italy - 8.6%. Exports to the United States have shown the most rapid
increase.
Leading Imports. The following are the leading imports by categories over
the past few years:
1964

1965

1966 1967

(billions of Swiss francs)
Raw materials & semifinished products
Electric power, fuels
Capital goods
Consumer goods

6.94
0.95
2.73
4.92

7.29
0.95
2.64
5.05

7.75
0.97
2.91
5.37

7.96
1.05
2.88
5.84

Leading Exports. The main exports by industries over the past few years
have been:
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1964

1965 1966

1967

(billions of Swiss francs)
Machinery and equipment
Chemicals and drugs
Watches
Textiles
Food

3.77
2.27
1.63
1.22
0.60

4.22
2.53
1.80
1.29
0.68

4.64
2.81
2.03
1.38
0.74

4.97
3.05
2.17
1.40
0.80

Balance of Trade and Payments. Switzerland's large import surplus is
generally redressed by revenues from her so-called "invisible exports". The
major sources of these revenues are: tourism, transportation of goods for
other countries, and financial transactions in banking and insurance. Moreover, the continued growth in Swiss exports will help to offset this trade gap.
The deficit on goods and services (balance of payments) fell from a high
of $414 million in 1964 to $70 million i n 1965. The year-end figures for
1966 and 1967 showed an overall surplus in the balance of trade.
Swiss — United States Trade. Swiss imports from the United States
amounted to nearly $313 million in 1965. This high level of imports was
23% over the 1960 figure. On the other hand, Swiss exports to the United
States have also been growing. From 1960 to 1965, Swiss exports to the
United States grew at a rate of 54%, reaching almost $288 million in 1965.
In 1966 and 1967, Swiss imports and exports to the United States, i n
billions of Swiss francs, were as follows:

Exported to the U.S.
Imported from the U.S.

1966

1967

1.53
1.53

1.55
1.45

The leading Swiss exports to the U.S. are watches, industrial machinery,
textiles, precision instruments, and organic chemical dyestuffs.
The leading Swiss imports from the U.S. are industrial machinery, motor
vehicles, tobacco, textiles, organic chemicals, precision instruments, and
aircraft.
Swiss Government Income and Expenditures. Public spending by all levels
of government has increased over the years and an uninterrupted string of
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surpluses has finally changed to a deficit. The following is a summary table
of federal government financing in four recent years.
1966
1967
1965
in millions of Swiss francs
5,688
5,718
4,952
5,683
5,874
4,920

1964
Total revenue
Total expenditure

5,277
4,857

Balance

+420

+

+ 32

5

- 156

United States Investment in Switzerland. According to the United States
Department of Commerce, the value of direct investment in Switzerland by
the United States in major sectors of the Swiss economy increased from
$245 million in 1960 t o $1,210 million in 1966. The pattern of this
investment is illustrated by the following table:
United States Direct Investment in Major Sectors of Swiss Economy
(millions of U.S. dollars)
Sector

1962

Mining & Smelting
Petroleum
Manufacturing
Public Utilities
Trade (wholesale, retail &
purchasing operations)
Other (service, and
financial operations)
Total

1963

1964

Under $500,000
52
38
30
158
105
131
1
Under $500,000

1965 1966
15
177

42
211

1

1

228

271

345

410

430

184

240

389

517

526

$555

$672

$944

$1,210

$1,210

The pattern of direct investment shows the trade and miscellaneous
(service and financial operations) categories attracting the largest amount of
American capital. Except for certain speciality products, the small size of the
Swiss market has discouraged investment in Swiss factories.
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SURVEY OF THE POTENTIAL MARKET

Switzerland, with one o f the highest standards o f living i n Europe,
provides an attractive outlet for goods o f United States firms. Despite
inflation and the controls instituted t o stabilize these pressures, the country's economy contains many expansionary elements. The Swiss market
is highly developed as the population possesses both the means and
the desire to spend. Indications are that Switzerland will continue to remain
an excellent market for American consumer, industrial, and agricultural
products, as i t has been in the past. Nevertheless, United States companies
will face stiff competition from Common Market and European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) countries.
The typical Swiss pattern of life is changing. Post-war affluence coupled
with increasing amounts of leisure time are providing a high consumption
economy that tends more and more to resemble that of the United States.
Personal Income. Although the cost of living has continued to rise, the
personal income of the Swiss consumer also has been steadily advancing.
Wages rose by almost 18% between 1962 and 1965. During 1965, living costs
rose by almost 5% over the previous year, and while the rate of increase has
slowed, the December, 1968 cost of living still was 4% ahead of 1966 levels
(0.6% ahead o f 1967 levels). Each year per capita income has been reaching
record levels. For example, per capita income rose from $1,320 in 1960 to
$1,836 in 1964.
Purchasing Power. I t should be noted that purchasing power varies considerably among the cantons. I n 1962, per capita income was $2,508 i n
Geneva, while i t was $875 in the canton of Uri. Such considerable variations
must be taken into account in evaluating market conditions.
Another factor affecting the market is the fact that Swiss income taxes are
still amongst the lowest i n the modern industrial world. Thus a greater
percentage of per capita income is disposable income.
Consumer Demand. Swiss consumers provide an excellent market for
automobiles, transistor radios, television sets, cameras, household appliances,
and the like. The demand for gardening, and camping and boating equipment
is also strong. Moreover, the conservative Swiss have also become more
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fashion conscious and are receptive to new designs in clothing and furniture.
American sportswear is popular in Switzerland.
Market Indicators. The expansion in the Swiss market from 1960 to the
present is revealed in these selected statistics: motor vehicle registrations
have increased from 485,233 in 1960 to 979,267 as of September 30, 1967;
the number of telephones in service has risen from 1.6 million in 1960 to 2.5
million at the end of 1967; radio licenses have increased from 1.5 million in
1960 to 1.7 million in 1967; while the number of television sets have risen
from 128,956 in 1960 to 867,000 in 1967 (130,000 sets were purchased
during 1966 and 116,000 during 1967).
Trends in the Swiss Consumer Market. It is reasonable t o expect a
dynamic expansion of consumer expenditures during the next few decades.
The tendency of Swiss retail outlets is to move into higher grade merchandise. Despite government actions t o slow consumer demand, the Swiss
consumer is still purchasing, even if at a slower rate.
Potential Sales of United States Consumer Goods. In February 1967, the
United States Department of Commerce found strong demand patterns to
exist for specific United States products.
Due t o the steady upward trend in automobile ownership (registrations
up 6% in 1967), increased sales are likely for automobile parts, accessories,
garage equipment, and related supplies.
The United States is a major source of percussion instruments, high-grade
wind instruments, and electric organs. High sales figures have also been
reported for electric guitars.
The Commerce Department forsees an excellent Swiss market for United
States skiing and camping equipment.
Swiss department store owners report that United States producers can
provide a long list of goods for the Swiss market if the styles are attractive
and the prices competitive. These goods include: cotton and synthetic piece
goods, terry cloth items, ladies apparel and foundation garments, children's
wear, bathroom accessories, cosmetics, glassware, summer suits for men,
canned goods, kitchenware, luggage, lawnmowers, paper goods and highgrade stationery.
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The Industrial Sector. One of the most promising growth areas for United
States exporters lies in the sale of technologically advanced labor saving devices and other forms of automated equipment. The labor ceilings imposed on
foreign workers have produced labor shortages in many Swiss industries, thus
increasing the reliance on labor saving equipment to increase productivity.
Another trend on the Swiss industrial scene is the movement toward
consolidation in production facilities. Due to the need to lower production
costs and t o conduct more research, many Swiss industries are combining.
The textile industry is a good example of this trend. This goal of achieving
greater output and quality with lowered production costs may result in
greater sales for American machinery exporters.
Potential United States Sales of Industrial Goods. Prospects seem good
for United States sales of the following t o Switzerland: scientific and
technical instruments; plastic materials; hand tools; building materials; automobile maintenance and repair equipment; office equipment; medical, dental
and surgical equipment; industrial and military electronic equipment and
components; prefabricated structures and components.
The trend toward labor saving equipment is taking place in the office, as
well as in the factory. It has been reported that Switzerland has more
computers than any other European country. United States firms are active
in this area, although competition is heavy.
American heavy construction machinery is favorably regarded by the
Swiss, and American suppliers are likely t o hold the greater part of this
expanding market. The public works programs of the federal government
and the cantons have been increasing, especially the road-building program.
United States prospects also remain good for numerically controlled
machine tools and for special machines not available from other sources.
In general, Swiss buyers in both the consumer and industrial sectors tend
to look t o the United States for something new. American products with
distinctive features have the best potential for marketability in Switzerland.
INVESTMENT INCENTIVES

Switzerland has traditionally maintained a strong, free-market economy,
coupled with such advantages as political and financial stability, a high
standard of living, a well-developed transportation system, and a favorable
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tax structure. These combined factors have provided a favorable environment for foreign and local investors. During the past few years, however, it
has been estimated that about twenty-five United States companies, mostly
in sales rather than manufacturing, have closed up shop in Switzerland. This
phenomenon has been attributed t o t h e inflationary impulses in the
economy, and the restraints imposed on the economy t o counteract the
inflation. Two other possible factors in the closings are the removal of some
of the advantages t o investment in Switzerland by the revised Internal
Revenue Code of 1962, and the desire of certain companies t o relocate
within the Common Market. On the other hand, a number of United States
companies seem convinced of the basic health of the Swiss economy, and
have located in Switzerland since 1966.
Swiss
country
maintain
nor does

Policy on Foreign Investment.
is generally welcome. However,
any overall development plans
it offer any specific incentives to

Direct foreign investment in the
the federal government does not
for stimulating economic growth,
attract foreign investment.

It would seem that the major incentives to locating in Switzerland are the
political and financial stability of the country, its excellent banking and
commercial facilities, its central location, highly developed transportation
resources, relatively low tax rates, liberal tax policies which favor foreign
investment and holding company and marketing types of operations, the
availability of necessary business and professional services, the supply of
multilingual personnel, availability of a standard of living similar t o the
United States and the absence of government interference and prohibitions
against foreign ownership.
Tax Policy. Some foreign businessmen will find various aspects of the
Swiss tax system quite advantageous. It is of equal importance for the
businessman thinking of locating in Switzerland to examine the taxing policy
of the canton and commune where he will locate. For example, some
cantons are interested in attracting new companies and are offering tax and
other incentives (such as free land), while other cantons tend to discourage
new foreign companies.
Anti-Inflation Policies. The anti-inflation moves of the government
have tended t o reduce new investment, but not t o disallow it. These
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measures were enacted to make investment in Switzerland less attractive to
foreign capital.
The Federal Decree of March 13, 1964 set forth the following restrictions:
1. Reductions on the number of foreign workers a company could
employ;
2. Limitations on foreign ownership of real estate and securities;
3. Cancellations of interest payments on foreign held Swiss franc accounts; and
4. A more stringent enforcement of the anti-trust laws.
These restrictions have had some effect in stemming the inflationary
trends; however, as in other countries, inflation has been slowed rather than
halted.
Modification of Anti-Inflation Policies. On October 14, 1966, the Swiss
Federal Council altered the 1964 controls on foreign capital. Foreign purchases of Swiss equity securities, investment trust shares, and mortgages were
permitted. Moreover, some restrictions have recently been removed such as
those concerning interest on foreign deposits. Restrictions on the purchases
of real estate by foreigners and foreign corporations remain in effect.
Foreign Workers. While the quotas on employment of foreign workers
have been retained, the ceilings on the total number of workers were lifted
early in 1968. But foreign workers with more than five years of uninterrupted stay in Switzerland are, as of January 1, 1969, no longer counted in
the quotas of foreign workers allocated t o each firm, thus effectively
reducing such quotas. For example, an enterprise with an original quota of
100 foreign workers will have its quota reduced to 83 by November, 1969
(overall reduction of 17%). In addition, if a foreign worker with more than
five years uninterrupted stay in Switzerland leaves the enterprise, he cannot
be replaced by a foreign worker with less than five years in Switzerland, as
was formerly possible.
A critical shortage of personnel still exists in many industries and in
offices. At the present time, the staffing problem is not difficult for United
States firms planning to merge with existing Swiss firms, or those participating in joint ventures of licensing agreements. The situation is still acute,
however, for firms planning t o initiate new enterprises from outside of
Switzerland.
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United States Companies in Switzerland. As of July 1965, there were
over 700 subsidiaries of United States corporations operating in Switzerland.
Only a small amount of United States investment is in manufacturing
facilities. The bulk of American business activity in Switzerland is centered
in international sales headquarters, research facilities, and base operations.
The large amount of direct investment in the Swiss economy by United
States firms has been fostered t o a large degree by the availability of the
technical machinery necessary t o this commerce. Switzerland, needless t o
say, has a highly developed and skillfully managed commercial complex
which facilitates foreign trade and investment. The reputation acquired by
their financial institutions is a deserved one. Moreover, the political, monetary, and labor stability of the country aids Switzerland's commercial
position.

MONETARY REGULATIONS

Currency. The basic monetary unit of the country is the Swiss franc,
which is divided into 100 centimes. (In the German speaking parts of the
country, the centime units are called Rappen.) Franc notes are issued in
denominations of 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 and 1,000 francs, whereas franc coins
come in one-half, one, two and five franc units. Coins are also issued in 1,2,
5, 10, and 20 centime units.
The present exchange rate for the Swiss franc is approximately 4.32 Swiss
francs to a United States dollar, with one franc equal to twenty-three cents.
For inexact but quick calculations, a Swiss franc can be thought of as a
quarter, fifty centimes can be considered a dime, and the twenty franc note
can be thought of as a five dollar bill.
There are no restrictions on conversions from dollars to francs. Moreover,
the Swiss franc is a convertible currency. Exchange is controlled with only
seven countries — Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, East
Germany, and the United Arab Republic.
Of all European currencies, the Swiss franc has had the most peaceful
record. Thus the country has long been a refuge for mobile funds during
critical periods. Switzerland also has high gold reserves, about $ 125 for every
$100 of currency.
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Transferability of Capital and Earnings. Earnings from dividends, profits,
interest, royalties, wages and salaries in Switzerland may be freely transferred abroad. The repatriation of invested capital is unrestricted.
S W I S S BANKS

A Major Source of World Capital. Because of the large amounts of foreign
capital deposited in the country, the Swiss capital market has been generous
in its response to the financial demands of other countries. Swiss companies,
whether Swiss or foreign owned, may borrow from Swiss banks without
government permission. Loans t o foreign corporations that exceed
10,000,000 francs or its equivalent in foreign currencies must be approved
by the Swiss National Bank. It is reported that 30% of the Swiss banking
business in done with foreigners.
Liquidity. Money is usually not moved into Switzerland because of high
interest rates as Swiss interest rates are average as compared t o other
countries. One of the features responsible for the influx of capital is the
prospect of high permanent liquidity. Switzerland remains a refuge for
foreign funds due to the monetary stability of the country, as well as for the
methods and standards of the Swiss banking system.
Secrecy. The other salient feature of the Swiss banking system is the
secrecy standards. The principle of secrecy applies to all accounts, numbered
or not. Journalists have tended t o distort reality in their articles on numbered accounts. The main difference between a numbered account and a
name account is that only a few bank employees know the owner of a
numbered account. However, secrecy applies to all clients' accounts and
dealings with third parties. The installation of computers does not change
anything; a number is merely added to a name account.
The Swiss have been strong believers in the need for privacy and freedom
in financial transactions. The policy of secrecy in banking was formally
incorporated in the 1934 banking law, wherein secrecy and silence were
defined as a professional characteristic of the banking industry. To reveal
financial information was made a criminal act. Both foreigners and nationals
are covered by the provisions of this law.
Almost anyone can open a general account with a Swiss bank. If large
sums of money are involved, however, the bank will investigate. The banks
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will turn away a customer only if convinced that he acquired his capital
dishonestly.
Money, An Invisible Export. The Swiss financial industries along with
tourism help to boost the Swiss balance of payments. Foreign monies have
helped to cover the deficits created by the excess of imports over exports.
The Structure of the Banking System. Switzerland has one of the highest
ratios of banks to population in the world. It is the Swiss custom to bank
their savings and salaries rather than hoard their money as the French and
Germans sometimes do. In addition t o the Swiss National Bank, there are
457 other public and private banking institutions with branches and offices
all over the country; there are also rural savings cooperatives.
Swiss banks, as contrasted to those of other countries, generally perform
all types of banking transactions. There is virtually no distinction between
commercial and deposit banks, especially with the larger institutions. They
carry on what has been characterized as a "department store" type of
business to meet all banking needs, including the sale of securities. There is
some degree of specialization, however, with the larger banks handling
mostly commercial and industrial loan operations, while the cantonal and
savings banks tend t o concentrate on mortgage loans. One bank activity
which has lately been assuming more importance is the setting up and
managing of investment trusts.
THE S W I S S NATIONAL BANK

The Swiss National Bank was established in 1905 by federal law and was
opened in 1907. Its main offices are located in Berne and Zurich. It is owned
by the cantons and cantonal banks (60% of its shares), and the rest of its
stock is in the hands of Swiss public law corporations and individuals, all of
which have limited voting rights. The federal government holds no shares and
assumes no liability, but participates in the operation of the National Bank
by nominating a majority of the Bank's Governing Council and approving
changes in its capital structure and its bank note issue.
Functions. Its legal duties are similar to those of other central banks, yet
in practice its powers are inadequate. The bank's responsibilities include:
being the sole bank of issue for the country; setting discount and collateral
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credit policy; participating in limited open market operations; influencing
the interest rate on bank cash bonds; and approving or disapproving capital
exports in the form of bank credits abroad and foreign bond issues i n
Switzerland.
Proposed Reform of Swiss National Bank. In the past, the other banks
have been reluctant to draw on the National Bank's discount facilities, and
public opinion has been against any deliberate raising of interest rates by the
bank. Another major impediment to the effective regulation of money and
credit is the National Bank's lack of influence on the liquidity base or credit
potential of the other banking institutions.
Thus in May 1966, legislation was proposed to revise the National Bank
Law of 1953. This bill (not yet passed) would expand the powers of the
Bank by:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Giving it more flexibility in open market operations;
Allowing it to establish minimum reserves for the other banks;
Giving it the right to limit the expansion of bank credit; and
Permitting the Bank to issue interest-bearing bonds for its own
account.

A t the present time, the Swiss National Bank is not a true central bank,
even though i t does contain some of the trappings of a quasi-governmental
institution. It still must rely on voluntary cooperation of the country's banks
to carry out its functions.
OTHER S W I S S BANKING INSTITUTIONS

Most banking business is conducted by the five largest commercial banks
and the cantonal banks.
Commercial Banks. Three large commercial banks dominate the financial
scene. They are public companies and their stock is quoted on the Swiss
Exchanges. These are: Union Bank of Switzerland, Swiss Bank Corporation
and the Swiss Credit Bank. These three banks, along with two smaller
commercial banks — Swiss Popular Bank and Leu & Company — account for
an estimated one-third of total bank assets. Together they are known as the
"Big 5." They finance commerce and industry and also specialize in security
transactions. These institutions in addition perform a major role in underwriting and managing large investment trusts.
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Cantonal Banks. The twenty-eight cantonal banks tend t o specialize in
real estate loans and small trade financing in their respective cantons. They
hold approximately one-third of total bank assets.
Local Banks. There are 165 local banks, 93 of which are classified as
mortgage banks due t o the large amount of their holdings tied u p in
mortgages. Other local banks offer a wide range of banking facilities. Most of
these banks are privately owned.
Savings Banks. Most of the 114 savings banks are cooperatives. There are
also two Savings and Loan Associations.
Private Banks. There are 143 of these banks which publish balance sheets
and submit statements to the Swiss National Bank, while there are fifty-three
non-incorporated private banks. These non-incorporated banks are not required t o publish balance sheets or submit statements. They maintain an
important position in world finance by administering the funds of their
clients and engaging in the underwriting of new security issues in collaboration with the commercial banks. Almost all private banking firms are
family-owned.
Foreign Banks. In 1964, there were sixteen branches of nine foreign
banks doing business in Switzerland. Several leading United States banks
have branch operations or offices in Switzerland, including: The Bank of
America National Trust and Savings Association, the First National City
Bank, American Express, and Chase Manhattan Bank.
During the last few years, a considerable number of new foreign-owned
banks have been established in Switzerland. These banks were created with
foreign funds and center their operations outside of Switzerland.

RECENT BANKING POLICY

In order t o control the flow of foreign capital into Switzerland, the
National Bank in 1960 arranged for a "gentlemen's agreement" among the
country's banks. No interest was to be paid on foreign accounts, and no sales
of Swiss securities and real estate were to be made to foreigners. However,
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reportedly some of the private banks have looked the other way on these
provisions and have arranged for foreign stock purchases.
In 1964, when the government began its anti-inflationary program, restrictions were again placed on the influx of foreign capital. Several of these
measures were subsequently either abolished or eased. Substantial capital
outflows led the National Bank to gradually abandon the restrictions on
foreign capital investment. On April 1, 1966, investment of foreign capital in
new bond issues of Swiss mortgage institutions, cantonal, and local banks
was again permitted. By June 1966, unlimited foreign funds could be
invested in other bonds and cash certificates; then on October 17, 1966, the
ban on foreign investment in Swiss stocks, investment trust certificates, and
mortgages was lifted. During the summer of 1967 some credit restrictions
were lifted.
AVAILABILITY OF CREDIT TO FOREIGN F I R M S

In general, it is relatively easy for a foreign firm t o secure short-term
credit in Switzerland; however, medium and long-term credit is difficult to
obtain. Domestic industries have been absorbing all of the available supplies
of medium and long term funds.
S W I S S SECURITY EXCHANGES OR BOURSES

The Swiss Stock Exchanges are among the world's most active markets.
They are regarded as European weather vanes. The three major international
stock exchanges in Switzerland are in Zurich, Basel, and Geneva. Of the
three, Zurich is the largest, most active, and the most important one
internationally. In 1964, 308 companies were listed on the Zurich Bourse.
There are also domestic exchanges in five other Swiss cities — Lausanne,
Berne, Neuchatel, St. Gall, and Coire.
The Zurich Exchange. The Zurich Exchange was founded in 1912. It is
regulated by the Zurich cantonal government, for there is no federal regulation of exchanges in Switzerland. The twenty-six members of this exchange consist principally of banks and banking houses. In 1964, approximately twenty-two American brokerage firms had offices in Switzerland. However, their orders had t o be processed through the Swiss banks.
Besides the Exchange members, there are dealers and sixty-eight licensed
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agents that conduct over-the-counter business and act as financial advisers.
Trading on the Zurich Bourse is conducted in German, although a sprinkling
of French is heard every now and then. Approximately two dozen American
companies are listed on the Zurich Exchange.
The Geneva and Basel Exchanges are conducted similarly to Zurich. They
too are regulated by their respective cantons.
Patterns of Investment. In Switzerland, investing in the stock market is
still not a poor man's option, since the price of stocks is high. There is also a
lack of information about the operations of many companies and about their
ownership. It is still a fact that a majority of Swiss corporations are closely
held by owner-families. Moreover, about 30% of the equity of Swiss corporations is held by foreigners. These investment patterns contrast sharply with
those prevalent in the United States.
Foreign Listings. Part of the attraction of the Swiss Exchanges are their
foreign listings. There are n o restrictions on the buying and selling of
non-Swiss securities or foreign bonds. However, the shares of many foreign
firms are traded over the counter. Shares of U.S. companies, not listed on
Swiss exchanges, that are purchased in Switzerland are considered as over the
counter transactions even though the shares may, in fact, be purchased on
the New York Stock Exchange.
Swiss Listings. In regard to purchases by foreigners of Swiss securities, the
trend has been toward the issuance of registered rather than bearer shares.
This method is being used by many Swiss companies to discourage sales of
their stock to foreigners. Chemical companies and heavy industry principally
issue registered shares. However, the three leading bank shares are still bearer
issues, and so are their bond issues.
Lack of Data. It is still difficult to secure information on Swiss securities,
for Swiss Businessmen are reluctant t o release information. The security
analysis profession is still in its infancy, and Swiss banks remain the best
source for investment data.
Methods for Listing a Stock. The requirements for listing a security on
the Zurich, Basel, and Geneva Exchanges are similar. It is not difficult to get
a stock listed; however it is expensive. In addition, there are several pro38
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cedures which apply only to foreign securities. The following are the requirements for listing a domestic company on the Zurich Exchange.
Admission
1. The total nominal value of the issue must be at least $ 116,000.
2. The company must be at least one year old and have published a
statement of account and an annual report.
3. Its dividends, interest and capital must be payable free of charge in
Zurich.
Procedures to Secure a Listing
1. The company must apply to the Stock Exchange Committee through a
bank or stockbroker authorized to deal on the Zurich Exchange.
2. The application must include the following data: the company's address, the name o f the newspaper and issues in which the prospectus
was published, information as to whether the securities are in final or
provisional form, and evidence that the company plans to issue annual
reports and notices of any changes in the articles of incorporation to
the Stock Exchange Committee.
3. Twelve copies of the prospectus must be furnished with the application. This prospectus should contain the following: the provisions of
the articles of incorporation concerning annual statements, facts on
dividends paid during the last five years, a list o f subsidiary and
associated companies with a statement on their capitalization and a list
of the features of the security being listed.
4. Twelve copies each of the last published annual report and the articles
of incorporation, along with a specimen copy of the security to be
listed should be furnished.
5. When the Stock Exchange Committee approves the application, i t is
posted on the Exchange floor for four days. I f the members raise no
objections, the security will be listed.
Requirements for foreign firms are similar to those of Swiss firms, with a
few notable exceptions. A foreign company must be sponsored by a Swiss
bank, and the approval o f the Swiss National Bank and the Bureau for
Admission of Foreign Securities to Swiss Stock Exchanges must be secured.
Foreign firms also must meet these additional requirements for listing:
1. The total nominal value of the issue must be at least $233,000.
2. A certificate must accompany the application stating that legal requirements have been met regarding the payment of applicable taxes.
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IMPORT A N D EXPORT REGULATIONS

Due to Switzerland's great dependence on foreign markets and suppliers,
she has traditionally pursued a policy of reducing trade barriers domestically
and abroad. The Swiss support world efforts t o promote freer commerce
amongst all nations. Thus she is a member of the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA), the Organization f o r Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), has applied for associate membership in the European
Common Market (EEC), is an associate member of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and took part in the recent Kennedy round
for tariff reductions.
Switzerland formerly extended most-favored-nation tariff treatment t o
the United States. This treaty was terminated by mutual agreement on
December 31, 1968 as their commercial relations with each other are now
governed by the GATT provisions which provide for most-favored-nation
treatment. She pays for imports from the dollar areas in any currency
acceptable t o the seller. Import payments are not subject to any exchange
controls.
Import Duties. The present tariff system went into effect on January 1,
1960. Duties are levied on a specific basis. There are a minimum number of
import duties, and most of them are low.
Tariffs. Almost all duties are levied on a specific basis and are calculated
on the gross weight of the product, including the packaging. Most Swiss
duties are relatively low, except for those on automotive vehicles, tobacco,
textile products and clothing, paper manufactures and certain foodstuffs.
Statistical Tax. All imported items are subject t o a 3% surcharge computed on the total Swiss customs duty.
Sales Tax. Finally, most imported products are subject to a sales (turnover) tax in addition to customs duties. The tax is levied c.i.f. Swiss border. The
rate is 5.4% for the wholesale trade, which includes commercial imports, and
2.7% for other items. Some products are admitted tax free (See page 104).
Non-Tarrif Controls. Certain items are subject to quantitative restrictions
and require a license in order to be imported into the country. Other items
are regulated by the requirement of import permits for their entry into the
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country. The items under the quota system are restricted because of the
government's policy of protecting Swiss agriculture.
Items Regulated Under Quota System. Quota restrictions apply t o the
following: cereals for sowing, cattle, fresh or preserved meat and meat
products, animal fats for human consumption, fresh vegetables, potatoes,
apples, pears, wine, grape juice, fodder, wheat flour, alcohol, butter, powdered milk, bread, wheat, and casein. Quotas for these items vary from year
to year. Import applications for these items are examined on an individual
basis and licenses are issued within unpublished quotas.
Import licenses are obtained from the Federal Department of Public
Economy.
Import Permits. Import permits are required for specific products, which
are not quantitatively restricted. Amongst these are many items which are
subject t o health, plant quarantine, and veterinary regulations, as well as
others which are controlled by laws and regulations concerning public morals
and safety.
Other items subject to import controls and which require permits from the
federal government are: defense materials, ready made clothing, oils and fats.
As a general rule, these permits are issued automatically for United States
products. They are valid for three months, but can be extended twice for
two-month periods, making a total period of validity of seven months. They
are issued by government agencies, except for the few permits issued by
trade associations.
Swiss Export Controls. A limited number of Swiss products require
export licenses. The commodities subject t o these controls are: munitions
and explosives, arms, some metal manufactures and machinery, certain
chemicals and petroleum products, and other items in short supply.
THE LABOR CLIMATE

All firms of six workers or more are subject to the terms of the Federal
Factory Act. This legislation deals only with the basic conditions of employment, and the terms of the Act may be altered by collective agreements. In
addition t o this federal legislation, there are various cantonal regulations
relating to specific working conditions.
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Other federal legislation on labor matters deals with the attempt to curb
the influx of foreign labor, discussed previously.
Swiss Unions. Swiss law allows workers to organize and bargain collectively. Strong unions exist in most industries in Switzerland. I n 1966,
691,143 workers (a little more than 1/4 of the total work force) belonged to
trade unions.
In general, a spirit of conciliation and moderation prevails i n labormanagement relations. Conciliation is not compulsory, but is often used, and
there are numerous conciliation offices in the country. Contracts may be
negotiated between unions and either employers' associations or individual
firms.
Labor Peace. I n 1937, an agreement on industrial peace was negotiated
between workers' and employers' associations in the metals industry. This
agreement has been extended every five years. The cooperative spirit that
gave rise to that agreement permeates the entire economy and has tended to
set a pattern.
Strikes are very rare occurrences. Between 1955 and 1960, only 1,391
days a year were lost due to strikes and lockouts for a working population of
over two million. Approximately one day was lost out of 40,000 — an
incredible statistic for a highly industrialized country. I n 1966, only two
strikes were recorded.
Dismissals. Dismissals are rare because of the difficulty of recruiting new
staff. Both employer and employee must give notice, i f either desires to
terminate employment. Under Swiss law, one month's notice is required for
office workers and at least two week's notice for factory workers. In cases
where a worker or employee has served for one year or longer, the period of
required notice is generally doubled.

W O R K I N G CONDITIONS

Basic working conditions and compulsory fringe benefits are regulated by
federal and cantonal laws which set minimum standards. Wages are set by
collective bargaining agreements, since there is no national minimum wage.
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Wage Levels. As a result of the recent shortages of all types of labor, the
Swiss wage earner has become one of the most highly paid workers in
Europe. In 1964, the adult male skilled worker averaged $1.23 an hour.
Today skilled labor is compensated at a range of $1.30 to $1.60 an hour.
The current rate of compensation for unskilled and semi-skilled labor is
estimated to be $1.12 to $1.20 an hour. This upward trend in wage levels is
likely to continue.
Rates of compensation vary considerably from canton to canton. Another
variation in wage rates occurs in the compensation paid to men and women
workers; women are paid at a lesser rate. In the larger cities, however,
differences between compensation of men and women tends to narrow.
Work Week and Hours. A maximum work week of forty-six hours is
prescribed by federal law. It applies with certain exceptions to all public and
private enterprises, manufacturing employees, office personnel, and retail
employees. In many instances, actual working time has been reduced by
union agreements to as low as forty hours, while for other workers it may be
as high as fifty hours.
In the past, shops and offices operated either on a five-and-one-half or
six-day work week, with hours extending from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. daily,
and from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on Saturday. There was a two hour break
for lunch. The current trend in commerce and industry is toward the
five-day work week, with a minimal on-the-job break for lunch. This shorter
work week is being used as a staff recruitment incentive by many companies.
Overtime. The Federal Factory Act also regulates overtime payments.
Compensation is set at a premium of 25% over the hourly rate for work
performed between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.; work performed on Sundays
and holidays is compensated at a rate of 50% above the hourly wage rate.
For overtime during the night, the premium is a minimum of 50 percent.
Vacations. Annual paid vacations of at least two weeks are mandatory in
some cantons. Vacation periods, however, run to three weeks in Geneva and
Vaud.
Holidays. There are eight legal holidays in the year, and these are established by the cantons. However, some contracts call for more than the eight
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holidays, while the customs of individual cantons sometimes call for additional holidays.
FRINGE BENEFITS

The fringe benefits offered to workers vary from industry to industry and
from canton to canton. While compulsory fringe benefits are relatively low,
the added costs of voluntary programs often bring the amount expended for
benefits t o almost 25% or more of wages. Therefore, these supplementary
programs add a considerable amount to total labor costs.
Bonuses. Many industries are giving a bonus of one month's salary t o
skilled workers with tenure and to technical personnel. New enterprises will
most likely have to match this bonus if they are to recruit effectively.
Private Pension Funds. Liabilities of private pension funds are often
covered by a collective insurance policy. The funds are used t o attract
personnel. In the higher staff brackets, the employer usually bears all of the
costs.
Supplementary Programs. Many employers provide additional benefits for
their workers. These include: medical benefits, group insurance, recreational
programs, and the like.
Federal Old Age and Survivor's Insurance. This scheme has been in effect
since 1948 and is compulsory for all persons domiciled or working in
Switzerland, including foreigners. Voluntary coverage is available t o Swiss
living abroad.
The system was formerly financed by contributions of 4% of the salary
paid t o an employee. As of January 1, 1969, contributions have been
increased to 5.2% of salary, shared equally by employer and employee. The
self-employed, depending upon their income, contribute from 2.6% to 5.2%
of their earnings.
The system is government subsidized, with the federal government contributing two-thirds of the subsidy and the cantonal governments one third.
Pensions are paid to men at sixty-five years of age, women at sixty-two.
Benefits also accrue under this scheme to widows and orphans.
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Federal Disability Insurance Program. Disability insurance is based on a
contribution of .3% by both employer and employee (.6% in total). As with
the Old Age Program, the contribution is deducted from the payroll. The
program provides funds for schooling, rehabilitation, and for pension payments until a disabled person is eligible for his old age pension or until he
returns to work.
Federal Military Service Compensation. This program is designed to
reimburse individuals who take part i n the compulsory military service
programs of the country. I t comes to .4% of salaries and is shared equally by
employer and employee.
Child Allowances. Allowances for children are not regulated by the
federal government except in agriculture. Sectors other than agriculture are
subject to cantonal laws, and all cantons have made family allowances
compulsory: the benefits and contributions vary widely from canton to
canton with employers bearing the costs of such programs.
Workmen's Compensation and Accident Insurance. This scheme is
governed by the Federal law of 1911, which makes i t compulsory for firms
in most industries to retain coverage for occupational accidents and diseases.
The premiums for accidents which take place during working hours are
paid for by the employer, whereas the cost of coverage during non-working
hours is shared by the insured (87.5%) and the federal government (12.5%).
The benefits include: payment of medical expenses, monetary compensation while the person is disabled, and payments for dependents.
Health Insurance. This system is optional under the Federal Law of 1911.
However, at the present time, i t has been made compulsory in ten cantons
and covers about two-thirds o f the population. I t is paid for by employee
contributions and federal and cantonal subsidies. Many employers also
participate in this program by sharing expenses with the employees. Medical
care and monetary compensation are provided during periods of illness.
Unemployment Insurance. The cantons may elect to make unemployment insurance compulsory i n their respective territories. To date, this
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system is compulsory in sixteen cantons, left to communal option in five,
and is voluntary in four.
Most unemployment insurance funds are privately organized. The funds
are handled by private insurance agencies which are authorized to administer
the funds by employers or trade unions, subject to minimal federal standards. Some funds are publicly run by the cantons or communes.
In most cases the employee pays the entire premium. Some employers do
participate, but on a voluntary basis.
Approximately 80% of the total working force is covered. Foreign employees are usually ineligible for unemployment insurance, except those
from surrounding countries.
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THE S W I S S B U S I N E S S M A N

The Swiss businessman is considered to be a conservative individual who
takes a long time t o make a business decision. Yet once he comes to a
decision, he is considered reliable in carrying out his part of the bargain.
The Swiss value promptness and punctuality i n attending to routine
business matters. They expect prompt replies to letters and inquiries. The
Swiss businessman dislikes wasting time; he expects visitors to be on time for
appointments and to come quickly to the point. He will customarily shake
hands upon receiving and discharging a business visitor.
As a customer, the Swiss businessman tends to be precise in his wants.
Price may not be the major determinant; good service is very important to
the Swiss. Other considerations such as prompt deliveries, quality of the
merchandise, and advanced design and performance also carry much weight.
Frequently the Swiss importer will look to American business for innovation, paradoxically also expecting the American producer to be as
competitive as his European counterparts. Additionally, he will want exporters to display flexibility in adjusting products to the Swiss market, and
to meet Swiss conditions insofar as credit terms and advertising allowances
are concerned. Moreover, Swiss importers tend to purchase in small quantities to test a product. The United States producer willing to sell in small
initial quantities (many are not willing to) is likely to reap larger orders at a
later time.
His Average Working Day. The Swiss businessman arrives at work early,
and he and his employees tend to work hard. In Zurich, a German speaking
canton, the top business executives arrive at work between 7:00 and 8:00
a.m., and return to their desks after a one-hour lunch break from 1:00 to
2:00 p.m. A short lunch break is becoming the trend. In Geneva (a French
speaking canton), the pace is a little more relaxed. Genevan executives arrive
at work between 8:30 and 9:00 a.m., and return from lunch between 2:00
and 2:30 p.m. The five-day work week is catching on i n Switzerland;
therefore, business calls should not be planned for Saturdays.

BUSINESS PRACTICES

Business Hours in Zurich. The general pattern runs like this: 8:00 a.m. to
noon, and either 1:00 or 2:00 p.m. t o 5:00 p.m. Banking hours are from
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8:15 a.m. to noon, and 2:00 to 4:30 p.m. Several large banks in Zurich do
not close at noon. Banks are closed on Saturdays.
Business Hours in Geneva. Daily business hours extend from 8:30 a.m. to
6:00 p.m., with a two-hour lunch break. Importers and exporters will be
open on Saturday until 12:00 noon, but factories will be closed. Banking
hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 12:00, and from 2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Large
banks do not close at noon. Banks are closed on Saturdays.
Business Calls. A prearranged appointment is a must. However, if a call
has t o be made without a prior appointment, it is unwise to arrive before
9:00 a.m. (the businessman will be opening his mail), and at the close of the
day he will be attending to his outgoing correspondence.
Business Cards and Letters. Business cards are always used when calling
on a Swiss customer. In Zurich, cards printed in English will suffice; in
Geneva, cards written in French might be helpful, but are still not absolutely
necessary.
In their business correspondence, the Swiss are more formal than Americans. In most cases correspondence can be written in English. However, a
business letter should be addressed t o a firm, and not t o an individual.
A personally addressed letter will not be opened if the individual is not
at the office.
Commercial Language. English is spoken by almost all Swiss businessmen, and those who do not speak English are likely t o have a reading
knowledge of the language. Of the four national languages, French is used
in Geneva, German in Zurich, Italian in Lugano, — Romansch is hardly
ever used.
Trade Literature and Prices. Price lists, catalogs, and operating instructions should be printed in French or German, preferably in both. Swiss firms
may not read such literature if it is in English. Labels should also be printed
in both French and German, and it might be wise to also include Italian.
Price quotations should be in Swiss francs, c.i.f. Swiss Border, preferably
Basel.
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Weights and Measures. As the metric system was made compulsory by a
federal law in 1865, it should be employed in marking products. One metric
ton is equal to 1,000 kilograms or 2,204.6 pounds, and one kilogram is equal
to 2.2046 pounds. Mileage is measured in kilometers, one kilometer being
equal to approximately 0.62137 of a mile. Distance is measured in meters,
with one meter being equal to 39.37 inches. Gasoline is measured in liters,
one U.S. gallon being equal to 3.7853 liters. Temperature is measured i n
centigrade units.
Dress. A conservative suit will be proper for all business occasions. I n
general, about the same rules for clothing apply as in the United States.
Business Closings and Holidays. Besides the legal holidays, there are also
religious holidays and holiday periods when businesses are closed, but these
vary from canton to canton. It is advisable to avoid making a business trip to
Switzerland during either the two weeks before and after Christmas, and one
week before and after Easter. I t should also be noted that Swiss businessmen
are apt to attend the large European trade fairs such as the Milan Fair which
is held during the first two weeks in April, and the Hanover Fair of Germany
which is held during the last two weeks in June.
The holidays observed in Switzerland include the following: New Years
Day (January 1), Good Friday, Easter Monday, Ascension Day, Labor Day
in Basel (May 1) which is celebrated almost all over the country, Whit
Monday, Swiss Independence Day (August 1), Christmas Day (December
25), and St. Stephens Day (December 26). In many places, January 2 is also
declared a holiday.
Importance of Personal Trips. I t is extremely important to bear in mind
the linguistic differences between the sections o f the country. Tastes i n
linguistic areas are likely to resemble those of the immediate neighboring
countries. Personal visits are important so that a producer can gain a first
hand knowledge of what is important in the Swiss market.
A businessman who desires to sell in Switzerland should familiarize
himself with the plans of the local as well as o f the federal government.
Because of the decentralized nature of the Swiss government, local authorities will be handling the appropriations for education, hospitals, roads, and
the like.
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S W I S S ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

A l l travelers to Switzerland need passports, which are good for stays of up
to three months. A Swiss visa is not required for tourists, business visitors, or
students. However, a United States citizen who will be working in Switzerland, either in a foreign firm or a Swiss-owned company, must obtain a visa.
Work Permits. Before a foreigner can enter Switzerland for employment,
he must obtain a work and a residence permit. Americans who remain in
Switzerland for more than a week for business reasons are required to notify
the Police Section for Aliens. This unit must also be informed of any changes
of address. I t is advisable for a foreigner who intends to work in Switzerland
to contact the Swiss consular service in his own country.

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENTS

When an invitation to dine at a private home is accepted, it is customary
for the guest to bring the hostess either flowers or chocolates. I t is also the
custom to give the servants a small tip.
When dining at a hotel or restaurant, tipping at twelve to fifteen percent
of the bill is the general rule. I f the tip is included in your hotel bill or
restaurant check, i t is not necessary to add anything unless the service has
been exceptional.

CURRENCY RESTRICTIONS

There are no restrictions on the amount or kind of currency that can be
taken in or out o f Switzerland. There are no special rules regarding commercial payments.
Additionally, the visitor will encounter no difficulties i n exchanging
currencies i n Switzerland. Dollars and travelers checks will be cashed by
banks, stores, and hotels.
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BASIS FOR U.S. I N V E S T M E N T S I N SWITZERLAND

A decade ago, American businessmen became aware that Switzerland was
an ideal base for commercial operations. The factors influencing that conclusion were: the political stability of the country, its policy of neutrality,
favorable taxation of foreign subsidiaries, the central geographical location
of the country, and the excellent investment climate fostered by the economic institutions of the country. Now, Switzerland has become the site for
the regional or international headquarters of some 700 American companies.
Certain government policies have in the past created some drawbacks to
Switzerland as a base for corporate headquarters. As previously noted, the
acute labor shortage and a certain contracted credit available to the private
sector have been deterrents, as has been the change in the taxation of foreign
subsidiaries by the U.S. Revenue Act of 1962. Thus, many American businesses are moving to the Common Market countries. However, despite these
current disadvantages, Switzerland still plays a large role in international
business activities. This role, i t should be emphasized, is predominantly that
of a headquarters site. Even when a U.S. company has a manufacturing
investment in Switzerland, i t is usually separate from its international sales
subsidiary there.
Restrictions on Foreign Investments. No specific authorization is needed
for foreign investment of capital or investment in patents. There are no
restrictions on establishing foreign-owned subsidiaries or branch operations
under Swiss law. Therefore, any United States corporation or company may
set up a Swiss operation.
Taxation. Neither federal nor cantonal tax laws discriminate against
foreign-owned businesses in Switzerland. In other words, the tax laws are
applied equally to Swiss and to foreign-owned businesses.
Repatriation of Profits. The transfer o f profits abroad by the foreign
corporate investor is relatively simple and free of restrictions. The same
applies to transfers of earnings from dividends, interest, royalties, wages, and
salaries.
United States — Switzerland Treaty of Friendship. The Treaty of Friendship, which dates from 1850, forms the basis of United States-Swiss com59
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mercial relations. It provides for reciprocal freedoms in establishing business
entities. There is also a treaty agreement between the two countries to avoid
double taxation.
An American firm doing business in Switzerland may employ any of the
following business entities:
1. Corporation
2. Limited Liability Company
3. Limited Liability Partnership
4. Corporation for Holding Company
5. General and Limited Partnership
6. Cooperative
7. Sole Proprietorship
After examining the forms and characteristics of the above entities, we
will examine the branch operation and the agency — two forms which may
provide the least complex methods of doing business in Switzerland for
foreign firms.

THE S W I S S CORPORATION

The name of a Swiss corporation or joint stock company will be in
French — Société Anonyme (S.A.), German — Aktiengesellschaft (A.G.), or
Italian — Società Anonima (S.A.), depending upon the canton in which it is
established.
The above stock corporation is the most common type of business
organization in Switzerland. In form and operation, it closely resembles a
United States corporation, and is the form most likely to meet the needs of
U.S.A. investors. The liability of the shareholders is restricted to the amount
of capital invested plus any unpaid amounts on the shares owned.
The corporation, as well as all of the other forms of business organizations
that will be discussed, is regulated by the Swiss Federal Code of Obligations,
adopted in 1911. In order for a foreign corporation to be legally set up in
Switzerland, the services of a Swiss notary are required.
Articles of Incorporation. These articles constitute the basic law of the
corporation. The obligatory contents of corporate articles are:
1. Name and domicile of the corporation.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Purpose of the corporation.
Amount of capital and the nature of the shares.
Par value of each share.
Provision for general meetings of stockholders and their voting power.
Management of the corporation and its representation in respect t o
third parties.
7. Number of qualification shares the directors have t o deposit with
the corporation.
8. Means by which this data will be published.
9. Election of the auditors.

There are also non obligatory provisions, which the articles need not contain to be complete. Non obligatory provisions may consist of provisions for
modification of the articles, limitations on the duration of the corporation,
conversion of registered shares to bearer shares and vice versa, restrictions
concerning voting rights, and the like.
Methods of Incorporation. Swiss law recognizes two forms of incorporation: the simultaneous and the successive methods. The simultaneous
method is used when the founders have the necessary capital to set up the
corporation. Very often an underwriting agreement with a banking institution will accomplish the setting up of a simultaneous corporation. The
simultaneous method is the more common.
The successive method is used when the capital has to be raised from the
public t o start the business. It entails the following procedural steps: (1)
founders sign a preliminary draft of the articles of incorporation, (2)
founders publish a prospectus, (3) shares are sold (cash must be deposited
with a designated bank — it is not at the corporation's disposal at this time),
(4) after subscription of the full share capital, founders call subscribers to a
constituent meeting where the final wording of the articles of incorporation
is determined and the necessary officers are elected.
After the provisions of either legal form of incorporation are met, a public
act is made. This consists of declaring the will of the founders to create a
corporation, fixing the articles of incorporation and naming the officers. A
public act also must certify that the required capital has been paid in and
that any founders' privileges were approved. The public act is followed by
registration and then the corporation can begin operations.
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Register of Commerce. Legally, a corporation comes into existence only
after its listing in the Federal Register of Commerce in the canton where it is
domiciled. The purpose of the register is to enable interested parties to
obtain information concerning a specific firm. Thus, all new businesses
should register before doing business, including all those described on the
following pages.
The information contained in the registration includes: the purpose of the
business, its share capital, the names of its directors, but not the names of its
founders. After this registration procedure has been fulfilled, the company is
listed in the official Swiss Trade Bulletin.
Corporate Name. The corporate name must be cleared by the cantonal
authorities and the Federal Register. Once a corporation is inscribed in the
Register of Commerce, no other company can use the same or a very similar
name.
Number of Shareholders. At least three shareholders (founders) are required for incorporation. However, afterwards a company may have as few
as one shareholder.
Types of Shares. There are two types of stock certificates issued: registered or bearer. Bearer shares, which predominate, are transferred by
delivery, while registered shares require endorsement on the certificate and
inscription in the company's share register. The transfer of registered shares
may be subject to restrictions contained in the articles of incorporation,
while n o such restrictions can apply t o bearer shares. As previously
mentioned, some Swiss corporations issue only registered shares in order to
avoid foreign ownership of companies.
Capital Requirements. The subscribed capital must be a minimum of
50,000 Swiss francs ($11,628) and must consist of shares with a par value of
not less that 100 francs ($23). Swiss law does not allow the issuance of
no-par-value shares. At least 20% of the subscribed capital must be paid in
before the corporation can be registered, but this must amount, however, to
a minimum of 20,000 francs ($4,652).
Payments from subscribers may be made in cash or in other forms of property, such as an interest in another company. If payment is made in the latter
manner, certain procedural rules apply for the formation of the company.
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The General Meeting. A general meeting of stockholders must be held
annually. This general meeting is the supreme governing body of the corporation. I t has the following duties which, under Swiss law, cannot be
exercised by any other body i n the corporation: to elect or dismiss the
Board of Directors and the statutory Auditors; to approve the annual report
and balance sheet; to pass upon amendments to the articles of incorporation;
and to decide upon the apportionment of net income, in particular upon any
dividend and any bonus to the Directors. For most resolutions, a simple
majority vote o f those present is sufficient to gain passage; for major
decisions, a qualified majority of two thirds or more — depending on the
articles of incorporation — may be required.
Shareholders. One vote per share at the general meeting is the basic legal
rule. The Code o f Obligations does not contain any restrictions on the
nationality o f shareholders. However, some special laws (applying, for
example, to real estate companies, shipping companies whose vessels carry
the Swiss flag, etc.) do contain such restrictions and these could also be
found in a company's bylaws.
Non voting stock does not exist in Switzerland. However, there is a similar
type o f securities, the so-called "Bons de jouissance", or "Part de fondateurs" which are profit sharing certificates with no voting rights, therefore
being neither shares nor bonds. They can be issued with or without par
value. Their financial rights are defined in the bylaws, whether it be rights t o
an allocation of the annual profit or rights to sharing in case of liquidation.
These financial rights may or may not surpass those of shareholders, and in
no case would the holders of such certificates be considered creditors of the
company. Such holders also may be entitled to subscribe for issues of new
shares or new profit sharing certificates.
A qualified general meeting of shareholders cannot, by a change in the
bylaws, reduce the financial rights of holders of profit sharing certificates
unless a qualified majority o f certificate holders give their consent at a
special meeting of such certificate holders.
Board of Directors. Board members are elected by the shareholders at the
general meeting. There is no maximum number of directors, but there must
be at least one director. The maximum term of office is six years, although
directors whose terms are expiring are immediately eligible f o r re63
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appointment. Each member of the board must hold at least one share of
stock in the company (qualifying share).
The Directors have over-all managerial responsibility for the company.
They pass on all matters not delegated t o other bodies by law or in the
articles of incorporation; they may participate actively and directly in
managing the company; and they report in writing to the general meeting.
The Board of Directors may ask shareholders t o approve a bonus for
Directors. Shareholder approval of such a bonus is mandatory before it may
be declared and paid. The bonus may be paid solely from profits remaining
after allocation to the legal reserve and distribution of a regular 4% dividend.
Furthermore, the right to such a bonus must have been provided for in the
articles of incorporation.
The majority of the Board of Directors must be Swiss citizens residing in
Switzerland. At least one Board member, who need not be a Swiss citizen
but who must reside in Switzerland, must have full powers t o legally
represent the corporation.
Executive Personnel. The corporation has a free choice in the appointment of its managers — the equivalent of the officers of a United States
corporation. They are appointed and removed by the Board of Directors.
Corporate managers may be of any nationality and reside anywhere. Foreign
managers and employees, however, require the work and residence permits
needed by all foreign workers.
Auditors. The statutory auditors of a corporation are elected at a general
meeting of shareholders, as required by Swiss law. The statutory auditor
cannot be a director or employee of the company, but he may be a
shareholder. Swiss law does not define the qualifications of corporate
auditors, but the position is frequently held by a public accounting firm. A t
the inception of a corporation, statutory auditors cannot be elected for a
period exceeding one year. Subsequent elections cannot be for more than
three years.
Legal Reserves. A Swiss corporation is legally required to contribute to a
statutory reserve fund which is explained in detail on page 75.
Dissolution. Swiss law requires permission of the state and federal tax
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offices and the stamp and withholding tax authorities before a corporation
may liquidate. Various other formalities must also be complied with.
Following a decision t o liquidate, an announcement must be made t o
creditors in three successive issues of the Official Gazette. Final distribution
of the net assets t o shareholders cannot be made until one year after the
third publication of the announcement.
Taxation. A Swiss corporation is subject to a federal capital stamp tax of
2% at the time of its constitution and to registration fees, as well as to any
cantonal taxes which apply. Taxes at the federal level are uniform throughout the country. Since cantonal levees vary considerably from canton t o
canton, they are an important factor in deciding where to locate a business
(See Chapter 6 Taxation).

THE HOLDING COMPANY

A holding company is an organization that is subject to the same basic
rules as the joint stock corporation; however, it possesses some unique
features which make it particularly suitable for the foreign investor. In the
first place, the requirement that a majority of the Board of Directors be
Swiss nationals may be waived if the largest part of the holding company's
investment is in companies situated outside of Switzerland. Moreover, some
of the requirements for maintaining a legal reserve may also be waived in
such cases. Such a holding company need allocate to the legal reserve only
5% of annual net profits until the reserve is equal to 20% of paid-in-capital.
Finally, there are special tax concessions granted to holding company operations, which are explained on page 86.

L I M I T E D LIABILITY C O M P A N Y Gesellschaft mit beschränkter

Haftung (GmbH)

o r S o c i é t é à r e s p o n s a b i l i t é l i m i t é e CSàrl3.

This Swiss form of organization, containing elements of a corporation and
a partnership, is unknown in the United States, and has never been as
popular in Switzerland as in other European countries. Basically it is an
association of two or more persons, natural or juridical, to conduct business
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with a fixed amount of capital. Each person's liability is limited to his capital
contribution. Minimum capital is 20,000 Swiss francs ($4,652), of which
50% must be paid u p at the time of incorporation. Maximum capital is
2,000,000 Swiss francs. Shares must have a nominal value of at least 1,000
Swiss francs, and the number of shares held by members must be in multiples of 1,000.
LIMITED LIABILITY P A R T N E R S H I P Kommanditaktiengesellschaft
or Société en commandite par

actions

This entity, which is rarely used, also combines the attributes of a
partnership and a corporation. Its membership consists of two or more
individuals or corporate bodies. The minimum capitalization (subscribed
capital) is 50,000 Swiss francs ($11,628) of which at least 20,000 Swiss
francs ($4,652) must be paid in before registration. Capital is divided into
shares. The minimum par value of the shares is 100 Swiss francs ($23). The
liability of the limited partners or shareholders is limited t o their capital
contributions, but there must be one or more shareholders with unlimited
liability for the firm's obligations in the same way as partners in a general
partnership. Management is the responsibility of the general partners although the limited partners may exercise a supervisory role. From a tax
viewpoint, a limited liability partnership is treated as a corporation — taxes
are levied on the company and not on the shareholders or partners.

GENERAL P A R T N E R S H I P Kollektivegesellschaft or Société en nom

collectif

This form of business organization corresponds closely t o a U.S.A.
partnership. It is comprised of two or more individuals called partners, all of
whom are actively engaged in the business and are personally liable for the
company's debts. Only natural persons may be partners; thus, this form of
organization is not available to corporate investors.
General Partnerships are regulated by t h e Federal Code of Obligations — Titles 23 and 24. There are no nationality or residence requirements
for partners. Partnerships must also register certain details in the Commercial
Register where the partnership is to be located. There is no need to publish
the firm's financial statements.
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No minimum capital is required. Taxes are levied on the individual
partners, not on the partnership.

LIMITED P A R T N E R S H I P Kommanditgesellschaft or Société en

commandite

This entity corresponds to the American limited partnership, although it
also possesses the attributes of a corporation. It includes both active and
silent partners. The one or more active partners must be natural persons,
whereas the one or more silent (limited) partners may be either natural
persons or legal entities. The liability of the limited partners is restricted to
the amount of their capital subscription, while the active partners bear
unlimited liability for the firm's obligations.
The silent partners may not participate in the company's management.
This type of firm is taxed in the same manner as the general partnership.

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

This is the simplest form of business entity. The proprietor is personally
responsible for the business and personally liable for the company's debts. If
its sales are over 50,000 Swiss francs ($11,628) a year, the firm must be
registered in the Commercial Register.

COOPERATIVESGenossenschaft or Société

coopérative

There are a large number of cooperatives in Switzerland which participate
principally in residential construction, local retail distribution, and the
purchase and resale of farm produce.
A Swiss cooperative has no fixed capital, because its number of members
may be constantly changing. The bylaws may provide for the liability of
members of a cooperative, but normally, the liability of a cooperative is only
for the existing capital. A cooperative must be registered. Taxation is
imposed on the cooperative and not on the individual members.
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Two other forms of business entities that a foreign company may adopt in
Switzerland are the branch and the agency. The branch operation and the
agency seem especially suitable if the volume of business to be carried on in
Switzerland is small.
Branch Registration Requirements. Setting up a branch operation of a
foreign company in Switzerland is quite usual and is often a forerunner to
incorporation. The only Swiss statutory requirement is that a branch must
be registered to gain official Swiss status.
Certain data about the parent company is required for publication in the
Commercial Register, including: names of members of the Board of Directors, the country where the corporation was organized and the exact
name of the corporation used at home. Foreign corporations may find the
need t o disclose this and other such information a drawback to using this
form. The trade name, place of business, and the place of origin or persons in
charge of the Swiss branch must also be registered.
Management. At least one of the branch managers must reside in Switzerland and must have the power to represent the branch in Switzerland. He
need not be a Swiss citizen.
Liabilities of Branch Operations. The Swiss branch of a foreign corporation is under the jurisdiction of the district in which it is located with regard
to all liabilities incurred as a result of its activities in that district. The home
office does not become subject t o Swiss jurisdiction by virtue of the fact
that it has a branch establishment there; nor does the branch office become
liable for activities conducted in Switzerland by the parent company on its
own account and not through the branch office. However, under Swiss law
the parent company does assume liability for obligations of the branch. This
is one of the major drawbacks to the use of this form.
Branch Records. The branch must maintain its own accounting records.
In fact, individual bookkeeping is a prerequisite t o the establishment of a
branch office because a clear record and differentiation of the liabilities of
the home office and the branch must be maintained. A branch operation
does not have to publish financial information.
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Taxation. A separate set of branch records is also required for taxation
purposes. The branch of a foreign company is taxed by allocating the net
worth shown in the balance sheet of the legal entity in proportion to the
assets in Switzerland compared with total assets. The tax rate on the profit
earned in Switzerland is determined by the ratio between the total income
and the total net worth of the legal entity.
Scope of Activities. A branch establishment may engage in all forms of
business activity in Switzerland as if it were a separate entity.

THE AGENCY

The simplest way for a foreign company to be represented in Switzerland
is by means of an independent agent.
Status of a Swiss Agent. The agent may be a single person or company.
The agent may be given the power t o transact business for one or several
foreign business firms or products.
An agent cannot be an employee of a firm. The agent is independently
established and it is his name, not the name of the home office he represents,
that must appear in the Register of Commerce. However, the name of the
home office may be listed in the telephone book. Swiss importers often
require that they be granted exclusive distribution rights for a product.
Representation by a Swiss agent is often very important for making the
sales efforts of a foreign company more effective, because the agent (person
or company) will have the opportunity of using contacts that have already
been established, and will have a better knowledge of Swiss business life, of
products that are needed, and the like.
Duties of an Agent. An agent may not engage in manufacturing. He may
buy and sell and perform other activities on behalf of the home office. Under
Swiss law, a principal is not allowed to inspect the books of his Swiss agent.
Taxation. An agent is taxed only on the business he transacts; the
principal's establishment is not taken into consideration. The principal is not
subject t o tax on the agent's transactions as long as the tax authorities do
not consider the principal as maintaining a permanent establishment.
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THE S W I S S ACCOUNTING PROFESSION

As is the case in many other countries, the Swiss public accounting
profession has not yet developed to the extent that the profession has in the
United States. There is no authoritative body of "generally accepted accounting principles" although certain basic accounting concepts have been
imposed by the Swiss Code of Obligations and the tax laws have influenced
the record keeping of business firms. Financial institutions and educators
have also influenced Swiss accounting. Nevertheless, the auditing standards,
employed by public accounting firms are not necessarily uniform from one
audit firm to another.
In Switzerland, official recognition is given to a class of bookkeepers as
well as to accountants. Both bookkeepers and accountants must obtain
practical experience (five and six years respectively, and pass federallysupervised examinations). The title awarded bookkeepers who pass the
examination is in German, Diplomierter Buchhalter, and in French, Comptable Diplômé, which is the equivalent of a certified bookkeeper. Certified
bookkeepers are entitled to join the Union of Federally Certified Bookkeepers (Vereinigung Eidgenössischer Diplomierter Buchhalter) and to use the
initials V.E.B, after their names. They are normally employed in private
industry as accountants or bookkeepers.
The examination for a certified public accountant consists of written,
oral, and take-home sections and covers accounting, auditing, taxation, law,
statistics, and business organizations. Portions of the examination may be
taken after obtaining three years of practical experience, and the remainder
after three more years of accounting and auditing experience. The major
differences between the examinations for a bookkeeper and a public
accountant are the requirements of the latter for auditing experience and the
addition of questions on auditing. Certified public accountants may join the
Society of Swiss Certified Public Accountants (Verband Schweizerischer
Bücherexperten) and use the initials V.S.B, after their names. All in all, the
professional accounting requirements imposed by this examination are at a
high level.
The Swiss accounting profession is regulated by the Swiss Chamber of
Auditing (in German, Schweizerische Treuhand— und Revisionskammer, and
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in French, Chambre suisse des Sociétés fiduciaires et des Experts-comptables)
that administers both the examination for certified public accountants and
the conduct of professional practices. Prominent among the Chamber's rules
of ethics is the prohibition against the disclosure of professional secrets. This
rule conforms with the Swiss federal Code of Obligations that prohibits
auditors from communicating to individual shareholders or to third parties
any information obtained in carrying out their duties. Violations of this or
other rules of the code of ethics can result in varying degrees of censure and
fines, with expulsion from the Chamber as the most serious step.
Unlike the United States, Swiss audit firms can utilize any form of
business organization permitted any non-accounting firm. Most Swiss
public accounting firms, other than small local firms, are incorporated.

ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS A N D THE CODE OF OBLIGATIONS

Although the professional accounting organizations actively promote the
application of generally accepted accounting principles, in t h e main
accounting rules and practices are based on Swiss law as embodied in the
Code of Obligations. The Code is specific on asset valuations and reserves.
However, it does not specify how the books of non-registered businesses are
to be maintained. The principal requirement for the keeping of accounting
books and records is that complete, true books be kept in accordance with
generally accepted commercial principles and that annual balance sheets and
statements of profit and loss be prepared. The books must be kept in Swiss
francs t o comply with the Code of Obligations. This, of course, does not
exclude the possibility of keeping auxiliary records in a foreign currency.
Although the law is not specific as to the required physical location of the
accounting records, the normal and recommended practice is t o keep the
books in Switzerland. All accounting records, including copies of all correspondence, must be kept for ten years.
Some Swiss accounting practices have been either discarded or are in the
process of being phased out. This refers to such matters as secret reserves,
extreme conservatism, an emphasis on the balance sheet, and the preparation
of relatively uninformative financial reports.
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The Swiss tax law usually requires that book and tax treatment conform.
In those cases where book and tax treatment are not in conformity, n o tax
allocation procedures are employed.
The accounting requirements of the Code of Obligations for the specific
accounts enumerated below will be discussed in the following pages:
1. Secret reserves
2. Legal reserves
3. Organization expenses
4. Fixed and intangible assets
5. Inventories
6. Marketable securities
7. Bonds payable
8. Guarantees and other contingent liabilities
Secret Reserves. Under the Code of Obligations, the directors of a firm
may, if they wish, create secret reserves by undervaluing assets, or by other
methods. The stated purpose of these reserves is to assure the continued
prosperity of the company and/or to equalize dividends. There is no limit to
the amount of these reserves. (For tax purposes, inventory may be written
down by a maximum of one-third, as permitted by the tax authorities — see
page 96). The Code requires that the auditors be informed of these secret
reserves.
Legal Reserves. The Code requires companies to add each year at least 5%
of net profit to a general or legal reserve until the reserve is equal to 20% of
the paid-in capital. Notwithstanding the 20% rule, amounts received over the
par or nominal value of stock, and which are not used to pay expenses of the
issue or for depreciation or for staff welfare purposes, must also be credited
to the reserve. Additionally, whether or not the reserve is equal to 20% of
the paid-in capital, companies must also credit t o the reserve 10% of
dividends paid that are in excess of 5% of capital, as well as net gains on
forfeited stock subscriptions. Until the reserve is more than 50% of the
paid-in capital, it can only be used to cover losses, to support the company
through bad times, and to reduce unemployment.
Companies whose main object is to hold investments (holding companies)
are exempt from the requirement that 10% of dividends in excess of 5% of
capital be transferred to the reserve, and the limitations on the uses of the
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reserve do not apply t o them. Insurance companies are subject t o special
regulations, while public transportation companies do not have to maintain
legal reserves.
Organization Expenses. Organization and reorganization expenses are
either charged t o expense immediately, or spread over not more than five
years on a proportional basis.
Fixed and Intangible Assets. Fixed and intangible assets should be recorded at no more than cost and written off either by crediting the asset
directly or creating a reserve for depreciation or amortization. If fixed assets
are insured, insurance values should be indicated in the balance sheet as a
complement to the book values.
Inventories. Raw materials, work in process, and finished goods inventories, as well as any other articles intended for sale, must be valued at either
cost to purchase or manufacture or market price, whichever is lower.
Marketable Securities and Investments. Quoted securities must not be
valued at more than their average price quotation during the month preceeding the balance sheet date. Unquoted securities should not be valued at
more than cost. Unquoted securities must be written down if underlying
values of the companies go down permanently such as, for example, if the
company in question has three or four consecutive years of losses. The
carrying value of securities quoted on a foreign exchange should be adjusted
for difficulties in transferring proceeds. These rules do not apply t o life
insurance companies which are subject t o special rules.
Bonds Payable. Bonds should be shown as a liability in the full amount
that will be repayable. Differences between issue price and the amount
repayable should be amortized annually before the due date of the bond.
Guarantees and Other Contingent Liabilities. Guarantees of liabilities of
third parties and other contingent liabilities should be either shown on the
balance sheet or in a separate note or schedule. Probable losses from
guarantees, from purchase commitments, or other sources should be provided for in the balance sheet by reserves.
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The principal thing that United States and Swiss balance sheets have in
common is the similar placement of debits and credits (assets on the left,
liabilities and owners' equity on the right). The grouping of items is quite
different from American statements which are usually in order of liquidity.
The format of Swiss income statements is familiar to readers of U.S. income
statements, except for the usual omission of the total sales figure. Aside
from superficial form, the major difference between Swiss and U.S.A.
financial statements is the degree of disclosure, the Swiss statements being
less informative than their U.S. counterparts.
Language Used in Financial Statements. The Code of Obligations does
not require that a particular language be used in a company's financial
statements. The Code does require that the balance sheet and profit and loss
statement should be in Swiss francs. The general practice for Swiss companies is t o prepare their financial statements in the language that is in
common use at their headquarter's site (French, German, or Italian).
Foreign-owned companies frequently prepare financial statements in English.
However, since tax authorities generally require that the financial statements
which accompany the tax returns be in one of the Swiss official languages,
companies whose statements were prepared in English must still choose one
of the official languages for the statements sent to the tax authorities.
There is no uniformity in the captions used in Swiss financial statements.
The following is merely an example of captions, in the French language,
used in Swiss financial statements.
Bilan avant repartition
du bénéfice

Balance sheet before allocation
of profit

Actif

Assets

au 31 décembre

Terrains
Bâtiments
Installations et mobilier
Sociétés affiliées, usines
exploitées en commun
et autres participations

as at December 31st,

Land
Buildings
Equipment and furniture
Affiliated companies, plants
operated in common, and
other investments
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Prêts aux sociétés affiliées et aux
usines exploitées en commun
Marchandises
Débiteurs
Titres
Banques, compte de chèques
postaux, caisse

Loans to affiliated companies and
to plants operated in common
Stock in hand
Accounts receivable
Securities
Cash at banks, postal checks,
cash in hand

Valeurs d'assurance :
Bâtiments

Insurance value :
Buildings
Equipment and furniture

Installations et mobilier
Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity
Passif
Capital-actions
Fonds de réserve général
Fonds de réserve spécial
Réserve pour engagements
à l'étranger
Réserve de crise
Réserve pour buts sociaux
Emprunts obligataires
Fournisseurs
Créanciers divers, avances sur
paiements et ajustements
Provisions
Compte de profits et pertes :
Bénéfice net de l'exercice
Report de l'année précédente
Cautionnements

Common stock
General reserve fund
Special reserve fund
Reserve for commitments abroad
Reserve for crisis
Reserve for social purposes
Loans on debentures
Suppliers
Accounts payable, advance payments
on orders and adjustments
Provisions
Profit and loss account :
Net profit for the year
Balance carried forward from
the previous year
Guaranties and contingent liabilities
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Compte de profits et pertes
pour l'exercice . . .

Statement of profit and loss
for the year ended December 3 1 s t , . . .

Avoir

Income

Chiffre d'affaires de la
maison mère
Produit des participations
et intérêts

Turnover of the parent company

Doit

Expenses

Matières premières, produits
intermédiaires, produits finis
et produits auxiliaires
Salaires
Frais sociaux
Dépenses diverses pour recherche,
fabrication, vente et administration
Amortissements des bâtiments,
installations de fabrication
et mobilier
Intérêts des emprunts obligataires
Provisions

Raw materials, intermediate
products, finished products,
and auxiliary products
Salaries
Social charges
Expenses for research, manufacture,
sales and administration
Depreciation on buildings,
manufacturing equipment,
and furniture
Interest on loans on debentures
Provisions

Bénéfice net de l'exercice

Net profit for the year

Income from investments and interest

LEGAL AUDITING REQUIREMENTS

Corporations are required by law to have their books audited but not
necessarily by certified public accountants. In many cases, the stockholders
can elect as statutory auditor anyone, regardless of qualifications, as long as
he or she is not a director or employee of the firm. An independent auditor,
not specifically a certified public accountant but someone possessing specialized knowledge, is required in the following instances:
1. Companies with over five million Swiss francs of share capital
2. Companies with bonds payable
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3. Companies desiring to reduce share capital
4. Commercial and savings banks and private bankers
Audits in categories 3 and 4 can only be performed by individuals or audit
companies recognized as such by the Federal Council (category 3) or by the
Federal Banking Commission (category 4). There is no prohibition against
foreign accountants, although foreign accountants are precluded from performing audits of pension funds and shipping companies.
One type of audit report is a detailed audit report (long form). The main
purpose of such audits is to determine whether the books are properly kept
in conformity with the requirements of the Code of Obligations and whether
the financial statements agree with the books and are prepared in accordance
with the Code of Obligations. In accord with the secrecy requirements of the
Swiss Code of Obligations, previously discussed, the audit report is given by
the auditors only to the board of directors of the audited company. Aside
from banks and insurance companies and listed companies, only important
Swiss companies publish or publicly circulate their financial statements.
Another type of audit report is the report to the shareholders. This is a
short form report stating that the books are properly kept, that the balance
sheet was established in accordance with legal and statutory requirements,
and stating the auditor's opinion as to the Board of Director's proposals
to the shareholders concerning allocation of profit.

AUDITING STANDARDS A N D PRACTICES

The auditing standards observed by auditors in Switzerland have not been
formalized as in the U.S.A. The accounting system and the system of
internal control are studied only to the extent necessary to prepare an audit
program and to determine the amount of testing required.
Although there is a growing tendency to confirm receivables and payables,
there are still only a small percentage of Swiss audit firms that follow this
practice, and then only if the clients do not object. Since most Swiss audits
are made shortly before the annual meeting, which must take place not later
than six months after the close of the fiscal year, receivables and payables
are largely proved by reference to collections and payments subsequent to
the balance sheet date. Similarly, bank balances are not confirmed directly
with banks, but are verified on the basis of the bank statements.
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There are usually no observations of the physical inventory. Some Swiss
auditors require management to sign the financial statements, although there
is virtually no use of formal liability certificates or representation letters.
Audits are made on a subjective test check basis. The doctrine of materiality
is employed.
With the officially-approved use of secret reserves and the legal requirements as to secrecy, Swiss disclosure practices are not high. In the same vein
as mentioned previously, the emphasis in Swiss accounting is still on the
balance sheet; the income statement is often restricted to a few lines and it
may start with gross profit instead of total sales. The use of secret reserves
also obviates any substantial adherence to the principle of consistency.
Contrary t o U.S. standards of independence, an auditor can be anyone
who is not a director or employee of the firm, thus allowing auditors to have
substantial financial interests in the firms they are auditing.
It is important to note that when audits are performed for United States'
firms, U.S. auditing standards and accounting principles will normally be
followed by the Swiss firms as far as is possible to do so, considering the
requirements of the Code of Obligations.
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The Swiss Tax Structure. For someone schooled in the federal-local tax
structure of a country such as the United States, the Swiss tax system has
unusual features. Unlike the U.S.A. tax structure, Swiss local taxes have
more impact than federal taxes, being on an average three to four times as
much as the federal business and individual taxes. In fact, it was not until
1941 that the Confederation obtained the right to levy direct income and
property taxes. On the other hand, as in the United States, Swiss local taxes
vary greatly from locality to locality. Because individuals and corporations
are taxed on income and capital (net worth) based on place of domicile, it is
necessary to methodically analyze the tax systems of each of the locales that
are being considered before deciding in which to locate. The decision cannot
always be based on lower tax rates in a particular canton because more
stringent definition of taxable income or harsher administration may result
in higher overall taxes than in a canton with higher tax rates. It is often
advisable t o locate different functions of an enterprise in different cantons
to take advantage of variances in taxation of certain kinds of activities.
The Swiss tax system has three layers — composed of taxes of the Confederation, cantons, and communes (municipalities). Nevertheless, the total
tax liabilities of corporations doing business in Switzerland are relatively
moderate, and holding companies enjoy especially favorable tax rates. It may
be said that maximum corporation taxes — Federal, cantonal, and communal — average roughly forty percent in normal conditions.
The Confederation levies a Federal Defense Tax (direct federal tax
on income and on capital), as well as excise and turnover (sales) taxes.
To put these taxes in perspective, the excise and turnover taxes contribute
almost six times the revenue of the Federal Defense Tax.
The tax systems of the twenty-five cantons and 3,095 communes are
structured somewhat similarly to the federal tax system, although individual
items such as taxation of dividends or capital gains may vary. In addition,
the cantons often provide favorable tax incentives to certain types of holding
companies, non-operating companies which merely maintain registered offices in the locale, new industries, and specialized divisions of foreign
corporations. The communes compute their taxes as a percentage of the
cantonal tax, and it is not uncommon for communal taxes t o exceed
cantonal taxes. The cantonal tax authorities also administer the Federal
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Defense Tax and, as a result, the Federal Defense Tax is not always
uniformly interpreted.

BUSINESS TAX ON I N C O M E A N D CAPITAL

Just as the legendary story of the blind men's varying reactions on
encountering different portions of the same elephant, Switzerland means
different things t o different people. To a traveler, Switzerland may mean
scenic mountains and lake resorts run by efficient Swiss innkeepers; while to
a ruler of a small country, the word "Switzerland" may conjure up thoughts
of a safe, anonymous haven for his funds. To international tax specialists,
Switzerland is a country with moderate taxation, liberal tax treatment of
foreign-owned enterprises, tax treaties with many other countries to eliminate double taxation, and especially favorable taxation of certain special
forms of enterprises. The favorable taxation of certain types of enterprises
contributes to Swiss popularity as a base of operations for companies from
many nations. This topic will be discussed under the following headings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Holding companies.
Domiciliary companies.
Service companies.
International sales companies.
New industries.

Holding Companies. The Federal Defense Act provides relief from double
taxation of profits and dividends for Swiss companies that qualify as holding
companies under the Act. To qualify, a company must own at least twenty
percent of the stock of the paying company, or hold shares valued for tax
purposes at over two million Swiss francs. For companies that qualify,
dividends are included in income merely to fix the applicable rate of tax; the
dividends are not taxed per se. The Confederation tax on net worth still
applies.
Cantons and communes also grant tax relief to holding companies. For
cantonal and communal purposes, holding companies are classified in two
ways: (1) pure holding companies and (2) mixed holding companies.
1. Pure Holding Companies. A corporation qualifies as a pure holding
company when its sole or main purpose and principal activity consists of
owning stock in and administering other companies, Swiss or foreign. Only
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one canton does not grant some form of relief to pure holding companies. A
large number of cantons waive the usual taxes on income and net worth, and
substitute reduced taxes on net worth. The following is a partial list of how
pure holding companies are taxed in selected cantons:
Basel-City

.1% of the paid-in capital and surplus.

Glarus

.05% of the nominal capital and surplus (minimum
Fr. 100).

Zug

.05% to .15% of the paid-in capital (the exact rate
is fixed in each case by the Tax Commission)
(minimum Fr. 100).

Zurich

Approximately .15% of the net capital defined as
assets evaluated at their true value less liabilities.

Geneva

Approximately .255% on capital and surplus plus
approximately .255% of unpaid capital, if any.

Fribourg

.25% of capital up t o 100,000 Swiss francs, reduced progressively t o .06% for capital over
6,500,000.

2. Mixed Holding Companies. A mixed holding company (sometimes
called participation company) is one which owns substantial amounts of
stock in one or more other companies, but also carries on its own operations.
Most cantons provide some reduction of income tax for mixed holding
companies although the tax reduction method may vary; for example, taxing
only 5% of the dividends. Only a few cantons provide for reduction of the
net worth tax; the tax relief granted to mixed holding companies is not as
liberal as that granted to pure holding companies.
Domiciliary Companies. A domiciliary company, sometimes called a
"paper company", is one that merely has a registered office in Switzerland
without engaging in any business in Switzerland. It has its legal domicile in a
canton, but owns no real estate, has no activities, no offices, no staff, and
carries on no business in the canton. This form of business is usually for
purposes of foreign investment, licensing, or foreign trade; thus, all its
income is derived from foreign sources. As a rule, these companies maintain
their domiciles with fiduciary companies or with attorneys who keep their
books and administer their affairs in accord with instructions received from
abroad.
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Although domiciliary companies are subject t o the full Federal Defense
Tax — both on income and net worth — they qualify for favorable tax
treatment in many cantons. This is usually accomplished by substituting
reduced net worth taxes for the usual income and net worth taxes, as is done
for holding companies. The following cantons grant domiciliary companies
the same or similar tax concessions as holding companies receive: Basel-City,
Fribourg, Glarus, Lucerne, Zug, and Geneva. A few cantons even allow
domiciliary companies to perform some service activities, such as employing
a few workers and maintaining an office, without losing their favorable tax
treatment (discussed below).
Service Companies. Certain cantons give privileged tax treatment t o
companies that primarily perform services for related foreign companies
operating principally outside of Switzerland. Such companies have some of
the attributes of domiciliary companies, but have staff and perform activities. Service activities can include administrative functions, market research,
repair services, financing, distribution, patent administration, and the like.
These companies can be fashioned to serve as a headquarters of a European
operation. As is the case with domiciliary companies, service companies do
not receive favorable Federal tax treatment. However, such cantons as Zug,
Geneva, Basel-City, and Lucerne provide tax benefits for service, or mixed
companies, as they are sometimes called. The tax on net income for service
companies usually varies between three percent and ten percent, combined
with a modest tax on net worth. Whether concessions are obtainable and to
what extent often depends on the facts involved.
International Sales Companies. Many foreign-owned companies centralize
their European or international selling activities in Switzerland. Known as
international sales companies, they may sell little or few products inside
Switzerland. Here too, some cantons, but not the Confederation, provide
favorable tax concessions to these types of companies.
New Industries. To discourage competition among the sovereign cantons
in granting tax concessions t o new industries, a 1948 concordat specified
that tax incentives to new businesses should be given only if they contribute
to the economy of a canton and do not exceed a ten year period. All but one
canton have subscribed t o this agreement. The major purposes of the con• 88
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cordat were t o discourage special arrangements with certain firms and to
prohibit lump-sum settlements that have little correlation with the future
economic benefits t o the canton. Other than this concordat, there are no
barriers to cantons granting tax incentives to new businesses.
Many popular cantons, such as
with attendant scarcities of labor
cantons, especially the ones that
offering the better tax incentives

Geneva and Zurich, are overcrowded —
and physical facilities. The less crowded
are mostly agricultural, are probably
t o attract new industry.

As a practical matter, an enterprise contemplating a new activity in
Switzerland usually will find it both expedient and prudent to negotiate its
tax status prior to inception of the activity. Such negotiation will be carried
out with the authorities of the canton wherein the activity will be domiciled,
and may affect the Federal Defense Tax as well as local taxes.
COMPUTATION OF BUSINESS TAX ON I N C O M E

Federal Defense Tax. The Federal Defense Tax is levied on the income
and capital of corporations and other taxable business entities. As in the
United States, partnerships and sole proprietorships are not considered
separate taxable business entities. Each partner or sole proprietor is taxed
individually on his share of the profits.
The Federal tax on business entity profits begins at 2.7% and graduates to
a maximum of 7.2% of total net profits. The tax on capital is applied at a
flat rate of .0675% of net worth.
The graduation of the profits tax is related to the company's yield on net
worth. Specifically, net profits from zero to 4% of net worth are taxed at
2.7%. Net profits from 4% to 8% are taxed at 5.4% (2.7% + 2.7%). Profits
above 8% of the net worth are taxed at 9% (5.4% + 3.6%). The total tax so
determined is limited to a maximum of 7.2% of the total profit.
Smaller concerns, those with taxable capital of less than 50,000 Swiss
francs, receive some tax relief. In these cases, the 2.1% additional tax on net
profits over 4% of net worth is levied only on taxable income over 2,000
Swiss francs; the additional 3.6% tax on all profits over 8% of net worth is
levied only on taxable income over 4,000 Swiss francs.
Local Taxes. A great many cantons employ a tax similar to the Federal
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tax on income based on yield. Some cantons use a graduated income tax,
ignoring yield, as in the U.S.A. income tax system. Usually the cantons vary
their tax by multiplying the basic rates by a factor or percent. Communal
taxes, and taxes for special purposes such as a church or hospital tax, often
are computed by multiplying the cantonal tax by a specified percentage.

COMPUTATION OF BUSINESS TAX BASED O N CAPITAL

The Federal Defense Tax on net assets — capital and reserves — is levied at
a uniform rate of .0675%. The tax is reduced in proportion to the net worth
attributable t o a foreign permanent establishment, or t o real property
located outside of the taxing area. T o avoid double taxation between
cantons, the net worth attributable to each canton must be determined in
much the same way that it is done between Swiss and foreign net worth for
the Federal Defense Tax, discussed on page 92.
As was mentioned previously, the Confederation tax is applied without
exception to all companies, while the cantonal taxes are sometimes reduced
for certain types of holding companies, domiciliary companies, special types
of companies, and new industries.

TAX PERIOD A N D A S S E S S M E N T

The Federal Defense Tax is computed over a two-year period, although it
is levied annually. The tax for the calendar years of 1969 and 1970 will be
based on the average of the taxable profits for the calendar years of 1967
and 1968. Fiscal year taxpayers use the two fiscal years ending within the
computation period.
For federal tax purposes and in many of the cantons (15), tax returns are
filed every two years along with copies of the company's accounts and other
pertinent information. In 10 cantons, tax returns are filed every year. As in
the United States, the returns may be accepted as filed, or the tax authorities
may request additional information, or conduct a formal audit.
In 13 cantons, taxes (federal, cantonal, and communal) are not deductible
and must be added to the profit for tax purposes. In 12 cantons, taxes are
deductible as charges in computing the profit for tax purposes (see page
97.
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Example: The two years used for the computation of the corporation's
average income, and the two years for which taxes are paid must begin with
an odd year. Assuming that the corporate taxpayer is on a calendar year
basis and that it is concerned with the assessment and payment of tax for the
two-year period 1969-1970, the tax will be based on the corporation's
average income for the years 1967-1968. Early in 1969, the taxpayer will be
furnished forms by the tax authorities. After filing, both the federal and
cantonal taxes are calculated by the cantonal authorities and invoiced to the
taxpayer. The Federal Defense taxpayer can deduct interest of 3% per
annum if the tax is paid before the due date. The due date for the 1967 tax
is March 1, 1968; the due date for the 1968 tax is March 1, 1969. It would
also be possible t o obtain an extension for filing the Federal Defense Tax
return as late as the third quarter of 1969.
The date for computing the tax on capital or net worth is the first day of
the year following the two years used in computing the assessment period
for the Federal Defense Tax (for the 15th period, assessment years 1967/68,
the date for computing the tax is January 1, 1969).
New Corporations. The assessment of a new corporation will be based on
its taxable income for its first year of operations. If the corporation commences business in an even year, the first year's assessment will be continued
for two subsequent years. If the corporation commences business in an odd
year, the first year's assessment will be continued for one more year.
In the event of a corporate liquidation during the year, the tax will be
pro-rated on the basis of 30-day months and a 360-day year.
COMPUTATION OF TAXABLE PROFIT

As in the United States, there is no statutory definition that states exactly
what constitutes taxable profits, although the Code of Obligations, discussed
in the previous chapter, does somewhat define record-keeping and accounting methods. In broad terms, taxable profit is determined from the
books of the enterprise. The net profit shown by the books is increased by
adding back expenses that are not deductible for tax purposes. Generally,
tax and book accounting must conform.
Normally, expenses that are considered ordinary, necessary, and reasonable in the conduct of the business can be deducted from revenue t o
arrive at taxable profit. As stated in the preceding chapter, Swiss accounting
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methods are geared more toward conservatism than those of the U.S.A.
Accordingly, Swiss tax authorities tend to be more liberal than their United
States counterparts in allowing deductions for asset writedowns, contingency
reserves, and general accruals. Two particular reserves — inventory reserves
and business crises reserves — are specifically provided for by the Federal
Defense tax. These will be discussed in detail under Deductible Expenses
which is preceded by the following discussion of certain types of income.
Corporations generally compute income from operations on the accrual
basis in accord with accepted accounting principles. The following types of
income will be discussed :
1. Income of foreign branches.
2. Dividends and interest.
3. Capital gains and losses.
1. Income of Foreign Branches. The Swiss tax laws do not specify the
manner of apportioning income and capital among branches of foreign
companies and Swiss companies with branches abroad. This must be done
based on the nature of the business operation. The apportionment of income
and capital can be based on: (a) the books and accounts for each establishment, (b) a formula, such as the relationship of branch sales to total sales, or
(c) the earnings of similar Swiss enterprises.
In the case of apportionment based on the books and records of related
companies, unlike United States' taxation there is no provision in Swiss law
allowing tax authorities t o reapportion income between related companies
when it is deemed that transactions were not made at arm's length. Nonetheless, this is taken into consideration when the Swiss authorities determine
the apportionment of income.
In apportionment based on a formula, the income of manufacturing
companies would have to be apportioned on different bases than commercial
companies (companies not themselves directly involved in the manufacturing
process). In diversified companies, a combination of methods is used. For a
purely administrative branch, a percentage of earnings, usually 10% to 20%,
would be more or less arbitrarily chosen. Sometimes in complicated cases it
is useful to obtain a tax ruling, setting out the bases of allocations for these
branches, that will be effective for a number of years.
Insofar as Swiss companies are concerned, income arising through permanent establishments abroad, or from real property owned abroad, is not
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taxed. However, the rate of tax is determined based on income on a
world-wide basis. Income can be apportioned in much the same way as
discussed above.
Many companies operate in more than one canton, but the problem of
intercantonal double taxation has been pretty well eliminated. The general
rule is that a company is taxable in the canton in which it is domiciled.
However, income from real property and income from a permanent establishment is taxed by the canton in which the real property and permanent
establishment are located. Here too, the rate of tax is determined based on
the total income of the company.
2. Dividends and Interest. Dividends and interest are subject to an anticipatory (withholding) tax of 30%. Swiss residents can apply this withholding
tax against the cantonal and communal income taxes. For nonresidents, this
withholding tax is not refundable and constitutes the final tax liability on
the income.
Under the terms of the tax convention between the United States and
Switzerland, the Swiss tax on dividends is reduced to 15% and the tax on
interest to 5%. The dividend tax is further reduced to 5% in cases where the
U.S. corporation controls at least 95% of the voting stock of the Swiss
corporation paying the dividend, and no more than 25% of the paying
corporation's income is derived from dividends and interest from other than
its own subsidiary corporations. The recipient in the United States must not
only be a nonresident of Switzerland, but also must have no permanent place
of business in Switzerland, as that is defined in the treaty.
If the recipient is a Swiss company, it can come under the provisions of
the Federal Defense Tax Act that provides tax relief from double taxation of
profits and dividends of Swiss companies. These provisions were explained in
the discussion of the taxation of holding companies on page 86.
3. Capital Gains and Losses. Generally speaking, capital gains and losses
of business concerns are treated just the same as ordinary gains and losses.
For depreciable assets, the basis for determining gain or loss is acquisition
cost less depreciation deducted for tax purposes. Here again the Swiss
requirement that tax and book treatments be alike makes the choice among
accounting alternatives doubly important. For example, a company may
elect t o record in its books fluctuations in the market value of its investments, and thus be taxed on unrealized gains and be able to deduct unre93
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alized losses. On the other hand, a company may value its investments on the
lower of cost or market basis and be able to deduct unrealized losses, but
pay tax on capital gains only when the investment is sold. This paragraph is
applicable for National Defense Tax purposes, but caution is required as
many cantonal tax laws vary on this subject.
Individuals are generally not taxed on non-business capital gains (see
Income and Net Worth of Individuals on page 100).
Some cantons tax profits on capital assets at different rates than ordinary
gains. Some cantons distinguish between holding periods of capital assets in
the same manner as the United States system makes special allowances for
the gain on sales of capital assets that have been held for over six months.
Finally, some cantons apply different rates to real estate profits than t o
other types of capital gains.
Deductible Expenses. Within the general framework that expenses which
are considered ordinary, necessary, and reasonable are deductible, the following items will be discussed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Depreciation and amortization.
Inventory valuation and reserves.
Business crises reserves.
Taxes.
Salaries and related payments.
Interest.
Bad debts expense.
Operating losses.
Other items.

1. Depreciation and Amortization.
Expenditures for the purchase and
improvement of capital assets are not deducted in the year incurred; the cost
of capital expenditures is deducted through periodic depreciation or amortization. Although any method that conforms to trade practices is technically
allowable, certain methods and rates are preferred and will not be questioned
when used. Unlike tax requirements in the United States, tax and book
depreciation must conform.
The most commonly accepted method is declining-balance with the
straight-line method running second.
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The following are specimen maximum depreciation rates that will be
automatically accepted if used in conjunction with the declining-balance
method (if straight-line depreciation is used, these rates are usually halved):
Apartment houses
Office buildings
Hotels and restaurants
Industrial buildings
Water pipelines, railway sidings, storage tanks,
garages, movable construction on leased property
Office equipment and business installation
Machinery and equipment, non-motor vehicles
Patents and goodwill
Manufacturing machinery subject to especially
hard usage or chemical corrosion
Motor vehicles and large tools
Small tools and equipment

1%
2%
3%
5%
15%
20%
25%
25%
30%
30%
35%

Taxpayers may obtain a higher rate by proving that the useful life of an asset
will be less than the prescribed life. In the case of business crises reserves,
investments in equipment may be written off in as little as one period (see
page 96).
An important feature of the Swiss system is the provision allowing an
enterprise to defer depreciation in years of insufficient profit. Thus, management by the judicious use of depreciation policy may minimize taxes in both
good and bad years, but since book and tax depreciation must conform, this
method tends to distort reported income. The consent of the tax authorities
is not needed to defer depreciation in years of insufficient profit as long as
the insufficient profit is not artificially constructed.
Upon the sale or retirement of an asset, gain or loss is determined by
comparing the proceeds with the remaining book value of the asset. This gain
or loss is treated as an ordinary addition t o or subtraction from taxable
income.
2. Inventory valuation and reserves. The Federal Defense Act is silent
about the subject of inventory valuation; on the other hand, the Code of
Obligations stipulates that inventory valuation has to be based on the lower
of cost or market value. It is, of course, always possible to approach the tax
authorities in case an enterprise has grounds for using another method of
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inventory valuation. In such a case, a special tax ruling has to be obtained
and the method must be consistently used thereafter.
The really significant fact in regard to inventory valuation is the allowance
for tax purposes of hidden inventory reserves. After the reduction of
inventory to the lower of cost or market, it is also permitted to reduce the
inventory by a maximum of one-third to provide for future declines in value.
This may be done without the permission of the tax authorities. A greater
than one-third writedown would require justification of need to the taxing
authorities. This reserve is also permitted by most cantons, but the percentage of writedown varies.
It should be noted that an inventory writedown is a general writedown
applicable t o the entire inventory and not to selected portions. Because of
the hidden nature of this writedown, a detailed list of inventory at cost or at
market value must be maintained to substantiate the amount of the writedown.
3. Business Crises Reserves. The treatment of so-called crises reserves
differs from inventory reserves in that funds are set aside, and crises reserves
are not immediately exempt from tax. Instead, in the year that the funds are
used for a permitted purpose, a refund is provided amounting t o the
difference between the tax paid and what would have been paid had the
reserve originally been deductible. Although the refund itself is considered as
income and is taxed as such, the assets acquired by the funds may be written
off in the same period as the refund is received.
The purposes for which the funds set aside in the business crises reserves
may be used include the acquisition of Swiss equipment and plant, employee
facilities and the like. At least 60% of these reserve funds must be invested in
nontransferable interest-bearing Swiss bonds.
The purpose of these reserves is to combat unemployment and to stimulate investment in periods regarded by the Government as crisis periods. The
reserves cannot exceed 50% of the highest of the following, at the option of
the company:
1. Annual wages and salaries, or
2. Insurance valuation of plant and movable assets, or
3. Value of stocks held.
Most of the cantons have similar arrangements regarding these reserves.
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4. Taxes. Unlike United States income taxes, the Federal Defense Tax
itself, along with cantonal and communal taxes on income and net worth,
are deductible in determining taxable profit. These taxes are deductible in
the year paid or the year incurred, depending on the corporation's accounting method. Some cantons do not permit the deduction of income and
net worth taxes. In these cantons, the tax rates will usually be lower than in
cantons permitting the deduction of taxes.
5. Salaries and Related Payments. Salaries and fringe benefits of officers,
as well as employees, are deductible. Officers' salaries, however, are examined closely t o determine whether they are reasonable, or are disguised
distributions of profits that would not be allowed as deductions to arrive at
taxable net profit.
6. Interest. Interest paid on business indebtedness is an allowable deduction. Interest paid to stockholders is scrutinized as to its reasonableness
and the debt itself examined to determine its authenticity. As in the United
States, the relationship between debt and capital is analyzed to determine
whether stockholder-contributed debt is unusually high in relation t o the
company's capitalization.
7. Bad Debts Expense. Usually a maximum reserve of 5% of outstanding
domestic and 10% of foreign receivables at the end of the year may be set
up. This rate may be somewhat higher in special situations. Some cantons,
notably Geneva, allow bad debts to be deducted only as they occur.
8. Operating Losses. Operating losses may be carried forward, not back.
Since assessments are based on two-year periods, a loss in one year of a
two-year period is automatically offset against the profit of the other year in
computing the average profit for the two-year period. If the loss of one
period is greater than the profit of the other, or there is a loss for both years,
the net loss may be carried over only t o the next assessment period. The
same procedure generally applies in cantons where the two-year assessment
period is in effect. In cantons with a one-year assessment period, the
principle is similar (the loss can be carried forward only to the following
year).
9. Other Items. Charitable contributions are deductible. Organization
expenses can be deducted in the first year of a new corporation's life, or may
be amortized over a period not exceeding five years. The purchase price of
patent rights and know-how may be amortized, usually over four years on a
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straight-line basis. Allocated management fees and specific expenses paid to a
foreign related entity are generally deductible, subject to a test of reasonableness.
It is possible and often advisable to secure formal or informal advice from
the tax authorities as to the tax classification of unusual items of income or
expense. This can be done by a company itself or its tax adviser and the
request may be in writing or verbally. When a tax adviser is used, it is not
necessary t o disclose the company's name. The Swiss tax authorities willingly provide formal answers t o questions based on a matter of principle.
Subsequently, after disclosure of a company's name, it is possible t o obtain a
special tax ruling applicable to the specific case.
TAX TREATIES

There are full or partial tax treaties minimizing double taxation between
Switzerland and the following countries (an asterisk next t o a country
indicates that the treaty relates only t o profits o n shipping and/or air
transport):
Argentina*
Austria
Belgium*
Brazil*
Canada*
Congo*
Czechoslovakia*
Denmark
Finland
France

Germany
Greece*
Hungary
India*
Iran*
Ireland
Israel*
Italy*
Lebanon*
Netherlands

Norway
Pakistan
Poland*
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
U.A.R.*
United Kingdom
United States
Yugoslavia*

The treaty between the United States and Switzerland contains provisions
about dividends and interest as discussed in the section, Taxation of
Revenue, and also provides that income of a United States company not
allocable to Switzerland be exempt from Swiss federal, cantonal, and communal taxes. Conversely, allocable income of these companies is subject to
the full spectrum of Swiss taxation. The same provisions also apply to United
States citizens who are resident in Switzerland. This will be discussed more
fully in the next section, Income and Net Worth Tax as Applied to
Individuals.
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In the absence of a tax treaty, a foreign citizen residing in Switzerland and
a foreign entity doing business there are not afforded direct relief from
double taxation. However, taxes paid abroad are allowed as deductible
expenses in computing taxable Swiss income.
Measures Designed to Stop Treaty Abuses. Ostensibly, tax treaties negotiated by the Swiss with other countries were designed to provide protection
against double taxation for legitimate Swiss enterprises. Actually, foreign
companies from all over the world set up Swiss based subsidiaries, some of
these no more than "mail box companies", to take advantage of low Swiss
taxation, especially for holding and domiciliary-type companies. As a major
home of international companies and subsidiaries, Switzerland was put under
pressure by many of the countries with whom tax treaties had been negotiated to put a stop to these treaty abuses. As a result, the Swiss Government
issued a Decree on December 14, 1962, designed to limit some of the treaty
abuses. Some of the major provisions of the Decree and the related regulations follow:
1. Interest-bearing loans from nonresidents cannot be more than six times
the equity capital of the Swiss company.
2. The rate of interest on loans from nonresidents must not be more than
6%.
3. Not more than 50% of the income benefiting from the treaty (foreign
income) can be paid out to nonresidents in the form of such expenses as
royalties or interest.
4. A company that is materially controlled by nonresident stockholders
must pay out in dividends at least 25% of the income benefiting from the
treaty.
In case of improper use of a treaty, the Swiss tax authorities can refuse to
approve any certificates or applications for the foreign withholding rate
reduction, and are authorized to collect on behalf of the other country any
withholding taxes illegitimately reduced. As a last resort, the other country
that is a party to the treaty may be notified of the situation. The corporation or other person suspected of taking improper advantage of the treaty
shall be notified, in writing, and will have thirty days in which to contest a
determination of the tax authorities.
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I N C O M E A N D NET W O R T H TAX AS APPLIED TO I N D I V I D U A L S
FEDERAL DEFENSE TAX O N I N D I V I D U A L S

The Federal Defense Tax on individuals is levied on income, while the
cantonal and communal taxes are normally based both on income and on net
assets. Except in the case of citizens of countries having tax treaties with
Switzerland, these taxes are based on income from all sources. Taxes on
individuals, the same as on business entities, are annually based on a previous
two-year period. Withholding taxes apply only to dividends and interest. The
profits of partnerships and individual proprietorships are taxed on the
returns of their owners.
Husbands and wives are taxed jointly. Although no special joint rates are
applied t o the taxable income of married couples, they are allowed an
exemption of 2,000 Swiss francs, plus an additional 1,000 Swiss francs for
each child or other dependent. Single taxpayers are allowed exemptions only
for dependents.
Very few personal deductions are allowed against the Federal Defense
Tax. Certain employee expenses, such as employee traveling expenses, are
deductible to a maximum of 500 Swiss francs. Payments for health and life
insurance are also deductible up to a maximum of 500 Swiss francs.
Federal Defense Tax rates start at 15.30 Swiss francs on taxable income of
7,700 Swiss francs (no tax is payable on taxable income below 7,700 Swiss
francs). The rate graduates to 10.80 francs per hundred between 94,000 and
133,500 francs, and drops to 7.20 francs per hundred for taxable income in
excess of 133,500. The maximum tax cannot exceed 7.2% of taxable income.
Alternate Tax on Resident Aliens. For federal purposes and in certain
cantons, resident aliens not engaged in income producing activities in
Switzerland may elect t o come under a lump-sum alternate tax {Pauschalsteuer instead of normal tax Wehrsteuer). The alternate tax is based on the
higher of income computed from the taxpayer's expenditures, or total Swiss
income plus income from certain foreign sources. Although rates are the
same as for the normal tax, dependency exemptions and personal deduction
are not fully allowed when the tax is determined in this manner.
The alternate tax should be computed and compared with the usual tax
which is based on both income and capital, both from within and without
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Switzerland, and after considering the effect of tax treaties. Frequently, the
alternate tax based on the taxpayer's expenditures will be considerably lower
than the normal tax.

CANTONAL A N D C O M M U N A L TAXES

Once again, it must be said that it is difficult t o describe the great
diversity of cantonal and communal taxes. Most cantons and communes levy
an income tax much the same as the Federal Defense Tax, with many
variations in rates and regulations. In addition to the taxation of the usual
forms of income, such as from employment, self-employment, rental income, and so on, most cantons tax capital gains arising from the sale of real
property at special rates. Fewer cantons tax capital gains arising from the
sales of securities.
Additionally, cantons and communes levy taxes on the net assets of
individuals. Assets that are taxed include all property — real and personal —
tangible and intangible — owned by the individual. Among these are cash,
securities, real property, cash surrender value of life insurance, investments
in business, patents and license rights. Even though household effects may be
taxed in some cantons, they are usually assessed at nominal value. In most
cantons, all types of debts are deductible in arriving at taxable net assets.
Taxation of Non-Nationals. As a general rule, a resident of Switzerland is
taxed on his entire income, compensation, dividends, interest, etc. The
question of residency not only revolves about whether the person has his
actual home in Switzerland, but also whether he resides there for a protracted period. Persons gainfully employed in Switzerland usually become
subject t o Swiss taxes from the beginning of their stay in Switzerland. But
those not so employed only become subject to tax after a certain period of
time, usually from three to six months.
In some cantons, there are withholding taxes on salaries earned by
non-nationals. In these cases, the Federal Defense Tax would also be withheld.
Under certain conditions, compensation from Swiss sources is taxed in
Switzerland even if the recipient is not a resident of that country. This
treatment is accorded t o remuneration paid t o members of the board of
directors of Swiss companies who have their residences abroad.
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Tax Treaty Reductions. There are two basic approaches taken by Swiss
tax treaties to relieve the double taxation of compensation. One approach is
to state that compensation will only be taxed at the place where such labor
or services is performed. The treaties with the United States, France, Western
Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, and the United Kingdom provide for this
approach.
Another approach, also taken with respect to the treaty with the United
States, is t o exempt earnings of noncitizen employees whose residence or
activities within Switzerland does not exceed a certain maximum amount of
time. In the U.S.-Swiss Convention, the following conditions must be met to
exempt compensation from Swiss taxation:
1. The employee must be a resident of the United States.
2. The period he is in Switzerland must not exceed 183 days within a fiscal
year.
3. The work or personal services of the employee have to be performed in
favor of, and be paid for by the U.S. corporation, or if performed or
paid for otherwise the compensation must not exceed $10,000 for each
fiscal year.

PAYROLL TAXES A N D EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Swiss companies offer a wide spectrum of employee benefits, even though
they fall somewhat short of the benefits provided in some other European
countries. Some of the benefits are compulsory, some voluntary; some fringe
benefits are administered federally, others by the cantons, and still others
through private insurance or other agencies. The employee benefits provided
include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Federal Old Age and Survivors Pension Scheme.
Federal Disablement Insurance Scheme.
Federal Military Service Compensation Scheme.
Workmen's Compensation.
Health Insurance.
Unemployment Insurance.
Family Allowances.
Private Pensions.

For a fuller discussion of this topic, see pages 44, 45 and 46.
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The Federal government obtains most of its revenue from indirect taxes
while the cantons obtain most of their revenue from the income and net
worth taxes that have been discussed. This section will discuss the following
indirect taxes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Inheritance and gift taxes.
Federal turnover tax.
Real estate taxes.
Excise taxes.
Import duties.
Stamp taxes.

Inheritance and Gift Taxes. There are no federal estate or gift taxes. With
the exception of Valais, Obwalden, and Schwyz, however, all cantons have
succession taxes, some combining them with gift taxes. Most cantons base
the tax o n both the size of the bequest received by the heir and the
relationship of the heir to the deceased. Thus, the larger the bequest and the
more distant the relationship to the testator, the larger will be the inheritance tax. Often, exemptions are offered to the spouse or other close relatives
of the deceased. Only three cantons levy the tax directly on the full estate of
the decedent.
Except in the case of immovable property, the canton in which the
deceased resided is the one which has the right to levy the inheritance tax.
There is no tax on property located abroad. In some cantons, resident aliens
will be taxed at lower rates.
Switzerland has treaties with many countries, including the United States,
to prevent double estate taxation. Usually these treaties do not apply to gift
taxes.
Federal Turnover (Sales) Tax. Unless specifically exempted from tax, a
sales tax is usually levied at the wholesale level on goods manufactured in
Switzerland or imported. This tax is a single-stage tax; that is, it is charged
only once, and is included in the sales price. The tax is levied on the last
wholesaler at a rate of 5.4% when he sells to a retailer.
All firms liable to collect the tax must register with the federal authorities
from whom a sales tax registration number is obtained. Sales of materials or
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supplies t o a registered firm for its own use are taxed at a reduced rate of
3.6%. Sales of raw materials that become part of the finished product are not
taxed as the tax will be paid on the last sale at wholesale of the finished
product. The rate of 3.6% is assessed whenever the tax is applied at the retail
or consumer level. Taxable sales at the consumer level may also occur
because certain merchants, those with at least half of their sales at wholesale,
or those that voluntarily elect registration, are registered firms and thus
liable for the collection of the turnover tax. Registered firms must file
returns and remit collections quarterly.
The following are exempt from turnover tax:
Gas
Water
Electricity
Fuels
Washing powders and fluids
Agricultural implements and
supplies

Food stuffs
Non-alcoholic beverages
Seeds
Plants and flowers
Medical supplies and pharmaceuticals
Gold coins and bullion

Exports are also exempt from tax. Rebates of federal turnover taxes paid in
connection with manufacturing, processing or handling products that are
exported may be obtained. Generally, imports are taxed at 5.4%. This rate is
applied t o the price paid by the importer, including duties, freight, and
insurance charges.
Although the tax is normally levied on sales of tangible personal property,
as distinguished from services and real property, there are exceptions such as
services in connection with movable goods and contract work on real
property. In the latter case, special rates are assessed in order to achieve the
end result of taxing only the material and not the labor. A commonly used
rate in these cases is 1.98%.
Real Estate Taxes. Quite a few of the cantons and communes levy
additional taxes on real estate holdings of individuals and businesses. These
taxes are usually not very burdensome, varying in the cantons from about
.30 Swiss francs per thousand francs valuation t o 4.10 per thousand. Of
course, the communes add their percentages to these rates.
Valuation of property is usually based on current values, or sometimes a
slightly lower valuation. In keeping with the local governments' penchant for
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individuality, some localities apply the tax to land and building, others just
to land, and still others just to improvements.
Many cantons and communes also levy a tax on the transfer of title to real
estate situated in the respective canton or commune. This tax is commonly
assessed on the sales price of the property being transferred; the rates vary
from one canton or commune to another.
Excise Taxes. Excise taxes are levied on the production or import of beer,
and the production of alcoholic beverages and tobacco.
Import Duties. Import duties are discussed on pages 40 and 41.
Stamp Taxes. The Confederation levies stamp taxes on the issuance of
Swiss and foreign securities including capital stock, bonds, debentures, and
certain loans and deposits; bills of exchange and promissory notes; security
transactions, and insurance premiums.
At the time of incorporation, shares in domestic corporations and limited
liability companies are taxed at the rate of 2% of the issue price of bearer
securities, and 2% on the paid-in portion and 1% on the unpaid portion of
registered shares. The residual unpaid 1% is taxed when it is paid. The stamp
tax on shares of foreign companies is 1.8% of the market value of the shares
at issue date or at the time when the securities enter the Swiss market.
Domestic, industrial and foreign bonds are taxed at .12% of face value per
annum with a maximum of 1.2% in total. The stamp tax on transfers of
securities through brokers or by participation companies is .03% on domestic
securities and .10% on foreign securities. This tax is borne equally by buyer
and seller.
Bills of exchange, promissory notes — as well as checks issued or payable
in Switzerland if not presented within 20 days of issue — must bear stamps.
The tax rate is .05% of face value for each six month period that the note is
outstanding (.1% per annum).
The tax on insurance premiums depends both upon the type of insurance
and the premium paid, or the face amount of the policy. Thus, there is a
stamp tax of .5% of the premiums paid for life insurance and a .005% tax on
the face amount of a fire insurance policy.
All of the stamp taxes just discussed are federal taxes; the cantons may
also levy stamp taxes in areas in which there are no federal stamp taxes.
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